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ABSTRACT

GENERATIVE PHONOTACTICS

Kyle Gorman

Charles Yang

Associate Professor, Linguistics and Computer and Information Science

is dissertation outlines a program for the theory of phonotactics—the theory of

speakers’ knowledge of possible and impossible (or likely and unlikely) words—and ar-

gues that the alternative view of phonotactics as stochastic, and of phonotactic learning

as probabilistic inference, is incapable of accounting for the facts of this domain. Chapter

1 outlines the proposal, precursors, and predictions.

Chapter 2 considers evidence from wordlikeness rating tasks. It is argued that inter-

mediate well-formedness ratings are obtained whether or not the categories in question

are graded. A primitive categorical model of wordlikeness using prosodic representations

is outlined, and shown to predict English speakers’ wordlikeness judgements as accu-

rately as state-of-the-art gradient wellformedness models. Once categorical effects are

controlled for, these gradient models are largely uncorrelated with wellformedness.

Chapter 3 considers the relationship between lexical generalizations, phonological al-

ternations, and speakers’ nonce word judgements with a focus on Turkish vowel paerns.

It is shown that even exception-filled phonological generalizations have a robust effect

on wellformedness judgements, but that statistically reliable phonotactic generalizations

may go unlearned when they are not derived from phonological alternations.

Chapter 4 investigates the role of phonological alternations in determining the phono-

logical lexicon, focusing specifically onmedial consonant clusters in English. Static phono-

tactic constraints previously proposed to describe gaps in the inventory of medial clusters

are shown to be statistically unsound, whereas phonological alternations impose robust

v



restrictions on the cluster inventory. e remaining gaps in the cluster inventory are

aributed to the sparse nature of the lexicon, not static phonotactic restrictions.

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings, considers their relation to order of acquisition,

and proposes directions for future research.
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Chapter 1

A program for phonotactic theory

is dissertation has two distinct but complementary aims. e first is to outline the

empirical scope of phonotactic theory, the theory of speakers’ knowledge of possible and

impossible sounds, sound sequences, and words. e second is to suggest that the core

core facts of this domain are compatible with a traditional view of phonotactic knowledge

as distinct from the lexicon, categorical, and closely related to phonological processes, but

inconsistent with an increasingly common view of phonotactics and phonotactic learning

as a type of probabilistic inference over the lexicon, and therenfore gradient and indepen-

dent of phonological processes.1

Despite a recent surge of interest in phonotactic theory, the empirical scope of the the-

ory remains poorly defined. e first task in developing a theory of phonotactic knowl-

edge, then, is to outline the types of facts that any such theory should account for.
1roughout, the term lexicon is used in a specific sense of the set underlying representations in some

language; this is not meant to imply a position on the possibility that larger, composite linguistic represen-
tations are also stored in lexical memory. For a review of recent experimental evidence on this question,
see Lignos and Gorman in press.
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1.1 e empirical scope of phonotactic theory

Phonotactic knowledge is evidenced in quite different ways than phonological knowl-

edge. In Russian, for instance, a process of anticipatory assimilation ensures that derived

clusters of obstruents agree in voice.2

(1) Russian voice assimilation alternations (adapted from Halle 1959:22f.):

a. [ˈʒedʒbɨ] ‘were one to burn’ [ˈʒetʃlji] ‘should one burn?’

b. [ˈmoɡbɨ] ‘were (he) geing wet’ [ˈmoklji] ‘was (he) geing wet?’

ere is only one concise explanation for the [dʒ]-[tʃ] and [k]-[ɡ] alternations, namely

that Russian speakers have internalized a process of voice assimilation. It is also the case

that voicing in underlying representations in Russian is “nondistinctive in all but the last

member of a cluster of obstruents” (Anderson 1974:283). It is possible to deny, however,

that this restriction on underlying hetero-voiced obstruent clusters (and many other con-

straints on underlying representations that have been proposed) is part of the grammatical

knowledge of Russian speakers, as some linguists have done.

MSCs are merely artifacts of the grammar, and thus play no part in the phono-

logical component of a language. (Clayton 1976:302)

Even if we, as linguists, find some generalizations in our description of the lex-

icon, there is no reason to posit these generalizations as part of the speaker’s

knowledge of their language, since they are computationally inert and thus

irrelevant to the input-output mappings that the grammar is responsible for.

(Hale and Reiss 2008:17f.)

Hale and Reiss go on to label constraints on underlying representations as “extensional”,
2For sake of discussion, the complex behavior of [v] has been ignored here.
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and thus irrelevant to generative grammar, in contrast to “intensional” statements like

phonological rules. Regarding the facts about Russian obstruents discussed so far, it is

clear that the alternation facts are in some sense more privileged. Were it the case that

Russian speakers had not internalized a process of obstruent voicing assimilation, the

only alternative explanation for the forms in (1) is a massive system of phonologically

conditioned suppletive allomorphy. In contrast, were there no constraint on underlying

obstruent voicing, however, it is not immediately obvious that anything would be dif-

ferent; presumably, this is what Hale and Reiss mean when they refer to constraints on

underlying representations as “computationally inert”. ere are also many cases where

restrictions on underlying representations are specific to underlying representations and

do not apply to surface representations. For instance, hiatus is exceptionally rare in na-

tive Turkish roots; of the handful of potential counterexamples in the Turkish Electronic

Living Lexicon (Inkelas et al. 2000), virtually all are compounds (e.g., ısıalan ‘endother-

mic’, cf. ısı ‘heat’, alan ‘taker’). Yet numerous phonological processes give rise to hiatus in

derived environments (e.g., Kabak 2007). Silverman (2000) observes that operations like

reduplication and truncation also tend to introduce violations of restrictions that hold

of underlying representations. While these are examples of potential phonotactic gen-

eralizations which are “inert” in derived environments, other facts strongly suggest that

speakers do internalize other phonotactic constraints.

1.1.1 Wordlikeness judgements

As Halle (1962) and Chomsky and Halle (1965) note, speakers can distinguish between a

well-formed and an ill-formed word, neither of which is an actual word. Neither [blɪk]

blick3 nor [bnɪk] bnick is a word of English, yet speakers immediately report that only the
3In fact, philospher R.M. Hare (1955) uses the term blik to describe a priori, unfalsifiable frames of ref-

erence through which experiences are filtered; for instance, materialism can be thought of as the blik in-
terpreting all experience in terms of the properties of maer. Since this term has some currency in the
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former is “possible”, an accidental gap in the lexicon, whereas the laer is judged to be

impossible (i.e., structurally excluded). ere can be no question that it is part of speakers’

knowledge. Elicited in a controlled fashion, thesewordlikeness judgements are perhaps the

most important (and least controversial) source of phonotactic evidence, and they play a

major role in Chapters 2–3 of this dissertation.

1.1.2 Word production and recognition

Speakers have difficulty producing (e.g., Davidson 2006a, 2010, Rose and King 2007, Vite-

vitch et al. 1997) and perceiving (Dupoux et al. 1999, Kabak and Idsardi 2007, Massaro

and Cohen 1983) certain types of nonce words judged to be phonotactically illicit. For

instance, Gallagher (in press) finds that speakers of echua have difficulty repeating

nonce words with multiple ejectives (e.g., [k’ap’i]), which do not occur in the language.

Multiple ejective sequences are not merely absent, but also difficult forechua speakers

to perceive or produce.

In English, sequences of adjacent obstruents which do not also agree in voice (e.g.,

a[b.s]inth) are quite rare within a word, and therefore a hetero-voiced obstruent cluster

is a clue to the presence of a word boundary in running speech. Infants (e.g., Mays

and Jusczyk 2001) and adults (Mceen 1998, Norris et al. 1997) are thought to use this

heuristic for word recognition in experimental seings.4

Berent et al. (2001) and Coetzee (2008) claim that non-word recognition latencies in

lexical decision tasks reflect speakers’ phonotactic knowledge, the hypothesis being that a

phonotactically illicit nonce word will be rejected more quickly than a well-formed nonce

philosophy of science and religion, this is likely a “real word” rather than a lexical gap for a significant
English-speaking minority. anks to Steve Anderson for bringing this to my aention.

4It is important to distinguish the computations involved in using this word segmentation heuristic
from those implicated by other phonotactic behaviors. Whatever accounts for the illformedness of [bnɪk],
for example, no segmentation into multiple words or morphs renders it a well-formed sequence. See §3.1.1
for further discussion.
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word. However, phonotactic constraints are oen confounded with independent predic-

tors of lexical decision latencies. For instance, Coetzee (2008) finds that English speakers

recognize [sp…p] and [sk…k] nonce monosyllables faster than [st…t] nonce monosylla-

bles in an auditory lexical decision task. Coetzee aributes this to ad hoc phonotactic

constraints against the former sequences, but there is another plausible explanation for

this effect. Even at an early stage of recognition, [stVt] is distinguished from [spVp, skVk]

by its higher cohort density: there are far more English words starting with initial [st]

than with [sp] or [sk]. High cohort density is known to inhibit auditory processing of

non-words (e.g., Marslen-Wilson and Welsh 1978) and this alone could account for the

processing difference.

1.1.3 Loanword adaptation

Loanword adaptation may provide further evidence for the grammatical relevance of

phonotactic knowledge (e.g., Fischer-Jørgensen 1952). In Desano (Kaye 1971, 1974), for

instance, all underlying representations (URs) are either totally oral (e.g., [jaha] ‘to hear’)

or totally nasal (e.g., [ñãhã] ‘to enter’), and loanwords are made to conform to this gener-

alization: Portuguesemartelo ‘hammer’ is adapted as [barateru] and Spanish naranja ‘or-

ange’ as [nãnãnã].5 It is not difficult to imagine that some component of the synchronic

grammar is responsible for the fact that the restriction over native vocabulary is extended

to loanwords. Furthermore, many Desano affixes have have distinct oral and nasal allo-

morphs. For instance, a noun classifier suffix for round objects takes the form [ru] aer

oral roots (e.g., [goru] ‘ball’) and [nũ] aer nasal roots (e.g., [sẽnãnũ] ‘pineapple’). As

Kaye (1971:38) notes, this allomorphy argues for a process of nasal harmony, and it is not

implausible that the same process is responsible for the above-mentioned adaptations.

However, it is not possible to equate all paerns of adaptation with phonological al-
5Kaye’s transcriptions have been converted to IPA notation.
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ternations targeting native vocabulary. Peperkamp (2005) highlights several cases where

native alternations are distinct from loanword adaptations. For instance, in Korean, [s]

does not surface in codas. As Kenstowicz and Sohn (2001) report, native /s/ is realized

as [t] in codas (e.g., [nat]-[nasɨl] ‘sickle .-.’). In loanwords, however, final [s] be-

comes an onset by epenthesis (e.g., boss > [posɨ]). Evidence of this sort has lead many

(e.g., Dupoux et al. 1999, Peperkamp and Dupoux 2003, Peperkamp 2005) to suggest that

loanword adaptations are the result of speech perception, not phonological computations.

ere are other cases in which loanword adaptations are not easily identified with

any synchronic process. Consider the case of loanwords which begin in onset clusters

and which are borrowed into languages which do not permit complex onsets. In the

Wikchamni dialect of Yokuts, for instance, Spanish loanwords with complex onsets are

adapted either via anaptyxis or deletion of the first consonant.

(2) Wikchamni Yokuts adaptations (Gamble 1989):

a. cruz > khuluʃ ‘cross’

frijoles > pilhoːliʃ ‘beans’

b. plato > laːto ‘plate’

clavo > laːwu ‘nail’

However, there is no reason to regard these adaptations as a product of the synchronic

phonology: no Yokuts root beginswith a consonant, and there is noway to derive an initial

CC cluster. Furthermore, as Gamble (1989) notes, there is no reason to believe that the

adaptations actually occurred within Yokuts at all, since there was at best quite limited

contact between Spanish and Yokuts speakers; it is likely that the adaptations occured

within a third language also in contact with Yokuts.

Finally, there are many cases where putative phonotactic restrictions are not extended

6



to loanwords (e.g., Clements and Sezer 1982, Davidson and Noyer 1997:75, Fries and Pike

1949, Holden 1976, Itô and Mester 1995a,b, Shibatani 1973:95, Ussishkin and Wedel 2003,

Vogt 1954; additional examples can be found throughout this dissertation). For instance,

native words in San Mateo Huave all end in a consonant, but Davidson and Noyer (1997)

note that final unstressed syllables in Spanish loanwords are not made to conform to this

generalization (e.g., verde ‘green’ > [beɾde], *[beɾdej]).

Given the considerable disagreement about the nature of loanword adaptation at the

present juncture, it may be premature to regard this inertness as strong evidence against

the constraints in question, though it may be ultimately be a useful diagnostic.

1.1.4 Alternate phonologies

Language games or speech disguises may also provide evidence for phonotactic knowl-

edge (e.g., Vaux 2011), assuming that these “alternative phonologies” are not qualitatively

different from naturally-occurring language processes (e.g., Bagemihl 1995:697). An ex-

ample of language game evidence bearing on phonotactic questions can be found in §3.1.1,

where a language game is used to argue that root-internal vowel sequences in Turkish are

subject to vowel harmony.

1.1.5 Lexical statistics

Finally, phonotactic gaps or tendencies in the lexicon are oen taken as evidence for

phonotactic knowledge, under the hypothesis that grammatical constraints are the cause

of these lexical generalizations. Chapters 3–4 consider in detail the evidentiary status of

these lexical tendencies.
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1.2 e grammatical basis of phonotactic knowledge

With the primary evidence for phonotactic theory now established, it is possible to con-

sider the grammatical architecture that underlies this knowledge.

1.2.1 e insufficiency of morpheme structure constraints

Early generative phonologists posited that phonotactic illformedness derives solely from

morpheme structure constraints (MSCs), restrictions on underlying representations (Chom-

sky andHalle 1965, 1968, Halle 1959, 1962). Stanley (1967) distinguishes two types ofMSC.

Segment structure constraints impose restrictions on the underlying segment inventory.

For example, voicing is non-contrastive for /ts, tʃ, x/ in Russian (Halle 1959:22): [dz, dʒ,

ɣ] appear in surface, but not underlying, representations. is dissertation will have lit-

tle to say about the nature of segment structure constraints, which can be understood as

part of the underlying contrast system, or derived by rule or constraint. Of more interest

here are sequence structure constraints, restrictions on underlying phoneme sequences. An

example is given below.

(3) An English MSC (adapted from Chomsky and Halle 1965:100):[
−C

]
−→

[
+L

]
/ #

[
−C

]

is sequence structure constraint specifies that a consonant immediately aer a word-

initial stop is a liquid; this would preclude underlying */bnɪk/, for example.

However, Shibatani (1973) argues that not all wordlikeness contrasts can be expressed

as constraints on URs. In German, for instance, obstruent voicing is contrastive, but neu-

tralizes finally: e.g., [ɡʀaːt]-[ɡʀaːtə] ‘ridge(s)’ vs. [ɡʀaːt]-[ɡʀaːdə] ‘degree(s)’. By hypothe-

sis, the laer root ends in /d/, so the constraint against final voiced obstruents is specific
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to surface representations. Shibatani claims, however, that German speakers judge voiced

obstruent-final nonce words to be ill-formed.6

1.2.2 e duplication problem

Whereas Shibatani argues that morpheme structure constraints are insufficient to account

for speakers’ phonotactic knowledge, other authors observe the tendency for structural

descriptions of phonological processes to reappear among the morpheme structure con-

straints on the same language (e.g., Chomsky and Halle 1968:382, Hale 1965:297, Kisse-

berth 1970, Postal 1968:212f., Stanley 1967:401). Russian obstruent voice assimilation, dis-

cussed above, provides an example of this type: there are no hetero-voiced obstruent clus-

ters in either underlying or surface representations. ese two facts are tantalizingly sim-

ilar, but are treated as separate if a distinction between morpheme structure constraints

and phonological processes is drawn. is is a special case of what Kisseberth (1970) calls

conspiracies and what Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977:136) term the duplication problem.

Dell (1973:205f.) and Stampe (1973:28f.) argue that the distinction between constraints on

URs and alternations is artificial, and that these different levels of description are related

by a principle now known as Stampean occultation (Prince and Smolensky 1993:54). In a

language like Russian, in which surface obstruent clusters agree in voicing, there is simply

no reason for the language acquisition device to posit underlying hetero-voiced obstruent

clusters: obstruent voice assimilation “occults” underlying */kb/, for instance. Were such

an underlying form posited, it would surface as [gb] in all contexts.7 In Chapter 4, it is
6Furthermore, voicing of final obstruents is usually lost in German loanword adaptation: e.g., English

hot dog becomes [hɑt dɔk] (Ussishkin and Wedel 2003:506).
7Lexicon Optimization (Prince and Smolensky 1993:209) implements a form of Stampean occultation

which further projects all non-alternating surface segments directly into URs. For instance, in English,
LexiconOptimization demands underlying /ŋ/ inwords like bank, though [ŋ] could be otherwise be analyzed
as an allophone of /n/ before velar consonants (e.g., Borowsky 1986:65f., Chomsky and Halle 1968:85, Halle
and Mohanan 1985:62), eliminating /ŋ/ from the phoneme inventory. However, this is not core to Dell and
Stampe’s insight about the relationship between surface and underlying sequence structure restrictions.
For instance, the hypothetical {bæŋk} posited by Lexicon Optimization could be revised to /bænk/, and
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argued that constraints described in terms of non-contrastive prosodic structures can also

be derived by Stampean occultation. In an architecture like Lexical Phonology, it is even

possible to apply a process to individual underlying representations (i.e., at the “lexical

level”) to enforce constraints which are not surface-true. Consequently, it is impossible

to construct an argument which would distinguish morpheme structure constraints from

other types of phonological computations.

is is reminiscient of Halle’s famous argument (1959) against the morphophone-

mic/phonemic distinction.8 e principle of biuniqueness in vogue at that time separates

neutralizing (morphophonemic) and non-neutralizing (phonemic) processes. In Russian,

obstruents participate in voice assimilation whether this neutralizes a phonemic distinc-

tion (1a) or not (1b): recall that there is no underlying /dʒ/ in Russian. Under biuniqueness,

there must be separate, non-overlapping variants of this process, one applying in neutral-

izing contexts and another in non-neutralizing contexts. From this, Halle argues that bi-

uniqueness (and the distinction between the morphophonemic and phonemic levels that

follows from it) entails “a significant increase in the complexity of the representation…an

unwarranted complication which has no place in a scientific description of language”

(24). While Anderson (1985:110f., 2000) correctly observes that it is in principle possible

to sketch an analysis of Russian obstruent voicing which preserves biuniqueness without

the morphophonemic/phonemic duplication Halle objects to (see also Kiparsky 1985), this

requires further contested assumptions—contrastive underspecification (against which,

take a free ride (in the sense of Zwicky 1970) on the process of nasal place assimilation found elsewhere in
English (see §4.2.2). Indeed, this seems desirable, since Lexicon Optimization forces a duplication between
underlying and surface constraints. For instance, [ŋ] does not appear word-initially and English speakers
have considerable difficulty producing it in this position (Rusaw and Cole 2009). e allophonic analysis of
[ŋ] predicts this fact (as well the handful of alternations like the one found in lo[ŋ]-lo[ŋg]er), since there is
no way to derive the [ŋ] allophone in onset position Future work will consider the how purely allophonic
relationships might be acquired.

8is is not to imply that Halle was the first to make this argument, or to otherwise ignore the phone-
mic/morpophonemic “distinction”: similar ideas can be found inwork by Bloch (1941), Bloomfield (1926:160,
1962:5f.), Chao (1934), Hamp (1953:244f.), and Sapir (1930:47f.), among others (see Anderson 1985 passim).
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see Steriade 1995) and a Duke-of-York derivation. is is consistent with Halle’s claim

that biuniqueness imposes unnecessary additional complexities: under Anderson’s anal-

ysis the complexity is not two variants of a single process, but rather a dependency on

contentious theoretical assumptions.

1.2.3 Static constraints

Stampean occultation provides amechanism formany sequence structure constraints con-

straints on underlying representations to be expressed as phonological processes. How-

ever, not all restrictions on underlying representation have an obvious reflex in the system

of alternations. Of the residue that remains once these derived constraints are identified,

many can be aributed to the language-specific prosodic inventory. For instance, a lan-

guage which does not permit onset clusters may do so without there being evidence for

processes that simplify initial consonant clusters; Yokuts, discussed above, is a clear exam-

ple. ere is a sense in which prosodic parsing operations like syllabification or footing

can be thought of as phonological computations, and the boundary between prosodic

restrictions and alternations is not always clear. For instance, Latin does not permit a

geminate consonant aer a long vowel; since geminates always span syllable boundaries,

this appears at first glance to be a restriction on the Latin syllable template. However,

Latin seems to enforce this restriction via a process of degemination (Gorman in press);

assibilation of t, d in perfect passive participles produces a geminate ss (e.g., fossus ‘dug’,

cf. fodere ‘to dig’) except aer diphthongs and long monophthongs, where a singleton

s appears (e.g., lūsus ‘played’, cf. lūdere ‘to play’). is restriction is simultaneously a

component of the prosodic inventory and of the alternation system.

A questionwhich is central to phonotactic theory is whether there are additional types

of sequence structure constraints beyond those which are derived from alternations or

restrictions on the prosodic inventory. Recent answers to the affirmative have generally
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been presented with proposals for how such constraints are learned.

One possibility will be carefully considered in this dissertation. According to this view,

much of phonotactic learning is accomplished by statistical inference performed over the

lexicon, and phonotactic knowledge is the sum of these lexical statistical paerns. Two

predictions immediately follow from this position. First, since statistical generalizations

may be more or less true, phonotactic knowledge may be gradient, reflecting the strength

of the many competing paerns involved. Secondly, lexical statistical paerns need not be

reflected in the system of alternations or in the prosodic system at all: theymay be “static”.

ese predictions will be taken up in some detail in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.

Another possibility is posed by traditional thinking in Optimality eory (OT). Ac-

cording to a standard proposal, at the “initial state” all markedness constraints are ranked

above all faithfulness constraints (e.g., Smolensky 1996). If learning proceeds via con-

straint demotion, markedness constraints which are not implicated by alternations will

remain undominated (e.g., Coetzee 2008). It is difficult to make concrete predictions from

this proposal in the absence of a complete proposal for the contents of the universal con-

straint set C, but this has the potential to blur the distinction between accidental and

structural phonotactic gaps, a distinction which is at the heart of phonotactic theory and

which is taken up in Chapter 4. If the constraint set is in fact universal, any exceptionless

gap which corresponds to a markedness constraint in any language will be accorded the

status of an inviolable phonotactic restriction. If C is sufficiently rich to incorporate

constraints like the *[spVp] proposed by Coetzee (2008), it seems quite likely that it will

also contain markedness constraints ruling out English syllable contact clusters which are

regarded as accidental gaps in Chapter 4. For instance, a constraint *[s.w] seems plausi-

ble as a subcomponent of the so-called syllable contact law (e.g., Gouskova 2004, Murray

and Vennemann 1983) which disfavors syllable contact clusters with increasing sonor-

ity. is *[s.w] constraint is without exception in English, yet nonce words like teeswa
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[tis.wa] seem quite unobjectionable to native speakers. Numerous other examples of this

type could be adduced, and pose a serious problem for the markedness-over-faithfulness

model of phonotactic learning assumed in OT.

Against these learning models, one must consider the merits of the null hypothesis,

that there are no static phonotactic constraints at all, if it can be maintained. e prin-

ciple of no static phonotactics has interesting ramifications for evaluating certain com-

peting phonological analyses. Consider Sanskrit aspiration alternations such as bodhati-

bhotsyati ‘he wakes-he will wake’. According to one analysis, which has precedents as

far back as the grammar of Pāṇini, the root /budh/ undergoes a process shiing aspi-

ration leward in certain contexts (e.g., Borowsky and Mester 1983, Hoenigswald 1965,

Kaye and Lowenstamm 1985, Sag 1974, 1976, Schindler 1976, Stemberger 1980, Whitney

1889:§141f.). An alternative analysis posits an underlying /bhudh/ and a process of aspi-

rate dissimilation, a synchronic analogue of Grassman’s Law (e.g., Anderson 1970, Hoard

1975, Kiparsky 1965:§3.2, Phelps and Brame 1973, Phelps 1975, Zwicky 1965:109f.). Under

the laer analysis, multiple surface aspirates (e.g., hypothetical *bhodhati) are phonotac-

tically marked; the former account makes no such prediction. e principle of no static

phonotactic constraints, if it can bemaintained, could adjudicate between these competing

analyses: if the postulated constraint on multiple surface aspirates is active in wordlike-

ness judgements or loanword adaptation, for instance, this would be surprising under the

“aspirate shi” account.

1.3 Outline of the dissertation

e remainder of the dissertation consists of three case studies which provide support for

the novel and contentious predictions of the minimal phonotactic model sketched above.

Chapter 2 considers evidence from wordlikeness rating tasks. It is argued that inter-
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mediate well-formedness ratings are obtained whether or not the categories in question

are graded. A primitive categorical model of wordlikeness using prosodic representations

is outlined, and shown to predict English speakers’ wordlikeness judgements as accu-

rately as state-of-the-art gradient wellformedness models. Once categorical effects are

controlled for, gradient models are largely uncorrelated with well-formedness ratings.

Chapter 3 considers the relationship between lexical generalizations, phonological al-

ternations, and speakers’ nonce word judgements with a focus on Turkish vowel paerns.

It is shown that even exception-filled phonological generalizations have a robust effect

on wellformedness judgements, but that statistically reliable phonotactic generalizations

may go unlearned when they are not derived from phonological alternations.

Chapter 4 investigates the role of phonological alternations in constraining lexical

entries, focusing specifically on medial consonant clusters in English. Static phonotac-

tic constraints previously proposed to describe gaps in the inventory of medial clusters

are found to be statistically unsound, whereas phonological alternations impose robust

restrictions on the cluster inventory. e remaining gaps in the cluster inventory are

aributed to the sparse nature of the lexicon, not static phonotactic restrictions.

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings, considers their relation to order of acquisition,

and proposes directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

Categorical and gradient aspects of

wordlikeness

Much of the recent work in phonotactic theory has aempted to implement the intuition

that phonotactic wellformedness is not an “all-or-nothing” maer. Rather, it is alleged,

speakers’ judgements of wellformedness can be made with more precision than implied

by a simple contrast between “possible” and “impossible”, and therefore must be elicited

and anaylzed at a greater degree of granularity.

is is hardly a novel claim, though it has taken on greater import with the emergence

of computational models of wordlikeness. Early generative discussions of wordlikeness

(e.g., Chomsky and Halle 1965, Halle 1962) are best remembered for the famous exam-

ples [blɪk] and [bnɪk], the former representing a “possible word” of English and the laer

representing an “impossible word”. A naïve account of this contrast would be to derive

it from the assumption that segments must be parsed into syllables or subject to further

phonological repair (e.g., Hooper 1973:10f., Kahn 1976:57f., Itô 1989, Wolf and McCarthy

2009:19f.). Unlike some languages (e.g., Morroccan Arabic: bniqa ‘closet’), English does

not permit stop-nasal onsets like [bn], so the laer nonce word cannot surface as such. In
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other words, [bnɪk] is an impossible surface representation in English. However, in e

Sound Paern of English (henceforth, SPE), Chomsky and Halle (1968) construct a third

nonce word, [bznk], which they take to be even even less English-like than [bnɪk].1 is

leads Chomsky and Halle to conclude that wordlikeness intuitions are gradient.

Hence, a real solution to the problem of “admissibility” will not simply define

a tripartite categorization of occurring, accidental gap, and inadmissible, but

will define the ‘degree of admissibility’ of each potential lexical matrix in such

a way as to…make numerous other distinctions of this sort (SPE:416–417)

is brings the theory of wordlikeness in line with the view of syntactic grammati-

cality presented by foundational documents likee Logical Structure of Linguistic eory

(Chomsky 1955) and Aspects of the eory of Syntax (Chomsky 1965), and reflexes can

be found in later work, such as the proposals of Chomsky (1986) and Huang (1982); see

Schütze 1996:43f. for a critique.

Chomsky and Halle’s claim about the gradient nature of phonotactic wellformedness

does not seem to have hadmuch of an impact on practices of the time—as can be seen from

discussion in the previous chapter, contemporary critiques focused on other elements

of the SPE phonotactic theory—but reflexes can once again be found in later work: for

instance, Borowsky (1989), Clements and Keyser (1983:50f.), and Myers (1987) all assume

a contrast between “peripheral” and absolutely ungrammatical sound sequences.

Recent discussions of gradient grammaticality in wordlikeness aempt to present ex-

perimental support for Chomsky and Halle’s intuitions:

When native speakers are asked to judge made-up (nonce) words, their in-

tuitions are rarely all-or-nothing. In the usual case, novel items fall along a
1Given that [bznk] is not impossible in all languages—Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber permits whole words

consisting of a stop-fricative-nasal-stop sequence (e.g., [tzmt] ‘it is stifling’; Dell and Elmedlaoui 1985:112)—
it is apparent that wordlikeness judgements depend on language-specific knowledge.
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gradient cline of acceptability. (Albright 2009:9)

In the particular domain of phonotactics gradient intuitions are pervasive:

they have been found in every experiment that allowed participants to rate

forms on a scale. (Hayes and Wilson 2008:382)

A defect of current grammatical accounts of phonotactics is that they ren-

der simple up-or-down decisions concerning well-formedness and cannot ac-

count for gradient judgements. But when judgements are elicited in a con-

trolled fashion from speakers, they always emerge as gradient, including all

intermediate values. (Shademan 2006:371)

If the presence of intermediate values in wordlikeness tasks is evidence for the gra-

dient nature of phonotactic wellformedness, then it follows that wordlikeness intuitions

should be measured and modeled with a high degree of granularity. For instance, this

would be strong evidence against the naïve account of the [blɪk]-[bnɪk] contrast alluded

to above, since it cannot easily be extended to account for Chomsky and Halle’s “numer-

ous other distinctions”. However, this chapter argues that there are both theoretical and

empirical reasons to doubt the implicit hypothesis linking scalar wordlikeness ratings and

gradient wellformedness. First, intermediate ratings are characteristic of all gradient rat-

ing tasks, and therefore are irrelevant to the question of whether the internal phonotactic

system is categorical or gradient. Secondly, simple baselines beer account for gradient

well-formedness judgements than current computational models of phonotactic knowl-

edge, suggesting that the gradience observed in these tasks do not derive from known

grammatical mechanisms.
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2.1 Aspects of the theory of gradient grammaticality

e aforementioned discussions of gradient aspects of wordlikeness judgements takes for

granted that intermediate ratings are the product of an internal system of gradient gram-

maticality. is view is itself an instance of what is known as common-sense or naïve

realism; in the cognitive sciences, this oen takes the form of the assumption that experi-

mental data can be taken at face value, without mediation from other sources of informa-

tion. However, there are several arguments for a priori skepticism about the (a) linguistic

abilities required for reporting gradient grammaticality judgements, (b) intermediate ac-

ceptability ratings as evidence for gradient grammaticality, and (c) the failure of previous

evaluations to seriously consider categorical models of wellformedness.

2.1.1 A model of gradient intuitions

Current research into gradient wellformedness is concerned with specifying a function

from sound sequences to scalar judgements, and thus describes the wellformedness sys-

tem at a level of some abstraction, corresponding roughly to what Marr (1982) calls the

“computational” level of description. is is only one part of any model of gradient gram-

maticality, however; further assumptions are needed to articulate the internal represen-

tations and algorithms by which this function computes.

First, consider then necessary components of any grammar able to compute gradient

wellformedness. It is essential that a system of gradient grammaticality have access to a

relatively faithful representation of stimuli in a wellformedness task, and therefore it must

be able to parse an enormous range of linguistic structures, including many which are not

generated by the grammar itself; independent perception and production grammars may

be necessary. Aer parsing, a scalar value representing wellformedness, must then be as-

signed to this parse. To report gradient wellformedness, the speaker must then transform
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this scalar value in accordance with the numerical scale chosen by the experimenter.

Each step of this procedure merits scrutiny, however. First, speakers have difficulty

perceiving (Berent et al. 2007, Brown and Hildum 1956, Dupoux et al. 1999, Kabak and

Idsardi 2007) and producing (Davidson 2005, 2006a,b, 2010, Gallagher in press, Rose and

King 2007, Vitevitch and Luce 1998, 2005) phonotactically illicit non-words, suggesting

that speakers’ ability to faithfully parse illicit representations is at best quite limited. Sec-

ondly, the computation of a scalar value serves no further purpose than to provide for

gradient well-formedness judgements, so an objection might be made here on evolution-

ary grounds. It is quite mysterious why, for example, there are apparently universal con-

straints on pronominal binding, but no one can down that these constraints are implicated

in everyday language use; in contrast, the system of gradient wellformedness is implicated

only in certain experimental tasks. Next, speakers’ ability to consciously access and report

magnitudes (to achieve cognitive penetration in the sense of Pylyshyn 1984) is limited in

many other domains, and there is some evidence that speakers do not (or cannot) respect

the numerical scales chosen by experimenters (Sprouse 2011).

It is informative to compare this baroque model to the architecture implied by a binary

well-formedness judgement. When presented with a linguistic item in a judgement task,

the grammar aempts to assign a parse. Speakers then access whether or not parsing was

successful. ere are reasons to think that parsing of ungrammatical structures does in

fact result in a “crash”: whereas syntactic priming increases the acceptability of gram-

matical structures (Luka and Barsalou 2005), ungrammatical structures show no priming

effects (Sprouse 2007). As priming is thought to implicate shared representations in mem-

ory, this suggests different mechanisms of memory for grammatical and ungrammatical

linguistic objects. Finally, the fact that requests for repetition and clarification are ubiq-

uitous in spontaneous speech illustrates further that speakers are frequently aware when

parsing has failed. Consequently, a great deal of evidence is needed to reject this simple
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model in favor of the gradient grammaticality architecture.

2.1.2 What some linguistic intuitions might not be

As first noted by Chomsky and Miller (1963), speakers experience difficulty processing

sentences with multiple center embeddings. Gibson and omas (1999) perform a con-

trolled experiment which reveals that speakers rate sentences like (4a), which is well-

formed, less grammatical than (4b), despite the fact that a moment of reflection reveals

that the laer sentence is nonsensical.

(4) A well-formedness illusion:

a. e patient who the nurse who the clinic had hired admied met Jack.

b. *e patient who the nurse who the clinic had hired met Jack.

It is informative to consider that this well-known result has had no effect on the theory

of syntactic representations, only on the theory of linguistic memory; it is recognized as

the product of a restriction on working memory, and as a task effect. is contrasts with

the argument made by Hayes (2000), that gradient wordlikeness judgements motivate a

considerable extension of the grammatical architecture, as discussed below.

e results of controlled experiments are oen biased by subtle details that seem at

first glance to be orthogonal to the task at hand. For instance, certain types of duration

judgements are systematically biased by consumption of caffeine (Gruber and Block 2005).

It should come as no surprise, then, that a highly salient aspect of a judgement task, the

scale used for responses, also influences the results obtained. Armstrong, Gleitman, and

Gleitman (1983) argue that rating tasks using many-valued scales maythemselves induce

intermediate ratings as a task effect.

Armstrong et al. (1983) are concerned with experimental evidence for the nature of
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cognitive concepts. While they do not dispute that certain concepts (e.g., fruit) have a

family-resemblance structure (e.g., Rosch 1975), they assert that it is apparent that other

concepts are “definitional” (i.e., all-or-nothing), a notion which they illustrate with odd

number.

No integer seems to sit on the fence, undecided as to whether it is quite even,

or perhaps a bit odd. No odd number seems odder than any other odd number.

(Armstrong et al. 1983:274)

However, when subjects are asked to rate, using a 7-point Likert scale, how representative

individual odd counting numbers are of the concept odd number, they freely use interme-

diate ratings; the ratings they obtain with instances of odd number and even number are

shown in Figure 2.1.

is suggests that the gradience observed is primarily an artifact of the task itself. Re-

viewing this result, Schütze suggests that the nature of this effect might be understood as

the result of speakers’ aempts to reconcile bizarre experimental tasks with their knowl-

edge.

Puing it another way, when asked for gradient responses, participants will

find some way to oblige the experimenter; if doing so is incompatible with

the experimenter’s actual question, they apparently infer that she must have

really intended to ask something slightly different. (Schütze 2011:24)

As Armstrong et al. observe, these results show that the scalar judgement tasks pro-

vide no evidence as to whether the category being rated is categorical or gradient.

…we hold that fruit and odd number have different structures, and yet we

obtain the same experimental outcome for both. But if the same result is

achieved regardless of the concept structure, then the experimental design
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Figure 2.1: When asked to rate how representative even and odd numbers were of “even”
and “odd”, respectively, subjects use intermediate ratings (from Armstrong et al. 1983; “1”
indicates “most representative”)

is not pertinent to the determination of concept structure. (Armstrong et al.

1983:284–5)

It might be said that these results reveal something about the representation of odd

numbers. Armstrong et al. anticipate this objection.

Some have responded to these findings very consistently, by asserting that the

experimental findings are to be interpreted as before: that, psychologically

speaking, odd numbers as well as birds and vegetables are graded concepts…

We reject this conclusion just because we could not explain how a person

could computewith integers who believed that 7 was odder than 23. We assert

confidently that the facts about subjects being able to compute and about their

being able to give the definition of odd number, etc., are the more important,
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highly entrenched, facts we want to preserve and explain… (Armstrong et al.

1983:284)

No scientist has risen to the challenge of constructing a theory that might account for

the fact that 447 is rated more odd than 3, and as Armstrong et al. suggest, it is unclear

whether such a theory would be able to preserve the most central facts about human

knowledge of odd numbers. It is possible to construct an analogy to phonotactic theory.

According to current orthodoxy, the wellformedness of a sequence is closely related to its

type frequency (i.e., frequency in the lexicon). Is it then the case that [bl] is a significantly

“beer” onset than [kl], simply because the former is approximately twice as frequent, and

if so, is it possible to also ensure that these sequences are treated the same with respect

to syllabification?

2.1.3 Evidencing gradience

Hayes (2000) argues that it is “uninsightful” to aribute gradience to task effects, insofar

as these effects implicate grammatical representations.

…paerns of gradient well-formedness oen seem to be driven by the very

same principles that govern absolute well-formedness… I conclude that the

proposed aribution of gradient well-formedness judgments to performance

mechanismswould be uninsightful. Whatever “performance”mechanismswe

adopted would look startlingly like the grammatical mechanisms that account

for non-gradient judgments. (Hayes 2000:99)

e logic of this implication is indisputable. However, there is lile empirical support

for the claims that absolute and gradient well-formedness derive from similar principles;

indeed, there have been no prior aempts to evaluate categorical and gradient models
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of wordlikeness on an equal footing. In light of the complexities of gradient models,

such an evaluation requires strong quantitative evidence for the superiority of gradient

grammatical models. e evaluation below represents a first aempt to fill this gap.

It is not that categorical models have been ignored by the literature on wordlikeness

modeling, but rather that they have not been compared. Frisch et al. (2000) and Vitevitch

et al. (1997) find that speakers’ wordlikeness ratings of multisyllabic words are correlated

with a probabilistic measure of the well-formedness of the constituent syllables. Unfortu-

nately, no aempt is made to control for the well-formedness of syllable contact clusters

in these words: some of the stimuli havemedial consonant clusters containing both voiced

and voiceless obstruents (e.g., [ɡaɪbsaɪk]), something which is exceptionally rare in En-

glish simplex words (see §4.2.2). Similarly, Hayes and Wilson (2008), who compare their

gradient model of wordlikeness against a set of English phonotactic constraints proposed

by Clements and Keyser (1983), first transform these constraints, several of which are

without exception, into probabilities. While this is consistent with their claim, that “the

ability to model gradient intuitions [is] an important criterion for evaluating phonotactic

models” (Hayes and Wilson 2008:382), lile insight can be gained by annotating an ex-

ceptionless generalization with “p = 1.0”. Hayes and Wilson’s principle precludes any

aempt to test the hypotheses that underlies it, and therefore must be rejected.

2.2 Evaluation

AsNewmeyer (2007)writes “the idea that categoricity is not represented in the data itself is

a truism. Whether distinctions of grammaticality (as opposed to acceptability) are binary

is a difficult question.” (398) e mere presence of gradience in judgements cannot falsify

the claim of gradient grammaticality; another method is needed to evaluate this claim.

As a first step towards a falsifiable theory of gradient wordlikeness, the remainder of
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this chapter considers intermediate ratings in gradient wordlikeness tasks are reliably

predicted by the computational models that have been proposed. If a model is incapable

of accounting for intermediate ratings, there are two possibilities: either the model itself

is incorrect, or the inputs and outputs of the model are unrelated to the actual causes of

the intermediate ratings, contra Hayes (2000).

It is plausible that speakers might differentiate, in a regular fashion, between different

types of “impossible” words, and a gradient model should reliably predict the distinctions

that speakers make. ere are also claims that speakers distinguish between different

types of “possible” words, so that, for instance, [stɪn] stin is rated more English-like than

[blɪn] blin (e.g., Albright 2009), because the former onset is more frequent in the English

lexicon. Even if wordlikeness judgements can be effectively modeled with a gross contrast

between possible and impossible words, a gradient model might show a correlation with

the residual ratings. All of these possibilities are considered below.

2.2.1 Materials

is evaluation uses a large sample of three previously published studies on English word-

likeness comprising 125 subjects and 187 items. Two criteria were used to select these

three studies. First, the stimuli must be presented aurally so as to eliminate any pos-

sibility of orthographic effects (e.g., Berent et al. 2001, Berent 2008). Secondly, the data

must be sufficiently “phonotactically diverse”: that is, it must include both items like blick

and bnick. is excludes studies like that of Bailey and Hahn (2001), in which few if any

items contain gross phonotactic violations of the type represented by bnick. In the ab-

sence of phonotactic violences, lile variance in wordlikeness ratings can be aributed

to phonotactic wellformedness, making it difficult to determine the coverage of gradient

wellformedness models. e data used here is summarized in Table 2.1.
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subjects items trials
Albright 68 40 2,720
Albright and Hayes 24 86 2,064
Scholes 33 63 2,178
T 125 187 6,962

Table 2.1: Subject and item counts for the wordlikeness study

Albright 2007

Albright (2007) administers a wordlikeness task in which 68 adult speakers rate 40 mono-

syllabic nonce words, presented aurally, on a 7-point Likert scale with endpoints labeled

“completely impossible as an English word” and “would make a fine English word”. Al-

bright’s study is primarily concerned with the effects of different onset types (e.g., well-

formed /bl/, marginal /bw/, unaested /bn, bd, bz/), and there is less diversity among the

choice of rimes, none of which are obviously ill-formed.

Albright and Hayes 2003 (norming experiment)

Albright and Hayes (2003) have 24 adult speakers rate 87 aurally presented monosyllabic

nonce words on a 7-point Likert scale with endpoints labeled “completely bizarre, impos-

sible as an English word” and “completely normal, would make a fine English word”. is

task was administered to establish phonotactic norms for a later nonce word inflection

task. eir item [raɪ] is excluded in this study, since this is an actual word of English,

rife. Albright (2009) uses this data to compare computational models of wordlikeness.

Soles 1966 (experiment 5)

Scholes (1966) conducts several wordlikeness tasks with students in 7th grade (approxi-

mately 12–13 years of age). e data used here is his experiment 5, in which 33 speakers

provide a “yes” or “no” as to whether each of the 63 items, presented aurally, are “likely
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to be usable as a word of English”. Like the study by Albright (2007), the focus is on onset

well-formedness and there is minimal diversity in rime type. Two items, [klʌŋ] clung and

[bɹʌŋ] brung (a dialectal past participle of bring), are excluded here as actual words of En-

glish. Albright (2009) and Hayes and Wilson (2008) also use this data for the purposes of

model evaluation; following Frisch et al. (2000), they use the proportion of “yes” responses

for each item so as to derive a continuous measure of well-formedness.

2.2.2 Method

Models are evaluated by comparing their scores to the average rating of each word using

four correlation statistics. Each of these range between [−1, 1], where 1 indicates a per-

fect positive correlation and−1 denotes a perfect negative correlation. Hayes andWilson

(2008) evaluate their model using the Pearson (“product-moment”) r, a parametric cor-

relation measure. It has long been argued (e.g., Stevens 1946) that parametric statistics

are inappropriate for analysis of Likert scale data, like those used by Albright (2007) and

Albright and Hayes (2003), since the Pearson r makes a linearity assumption. at is, it

assumes that nonce words rated “1” and “3”, for instance, are just as different as are those

rated “4” and “6”. A weaker assumption, more appropriate for Likert scale data, is the

monotonicity assumption: that “1” is less English-like than “3”, which is less English-like

than “4”, and so on. However, it also has been claimed that r is particularly robust to viola-

tions of the linearity assumption (e.g., Havlicek and Peterson 1976). Pearson r is reported

here, but this should not be taken to imply an endorsement of its use for Likert scale data.

Hayes and Wilson also report Spearman ρ; this statistic requires only the weaker as-

sumption of monotonicity, but it is difficult to give a simple interpretation to the coef-

ficient. Two other non-parametric statistics, the Goodman-Kruskal γ and the Kendall τb

are much easier to interpret, as follows (Noether 1981). ese statistics are computed by

comparing every model score/wordlikeness rating pair to every other such pair: a com-
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parison is counted as concordant if the greater of the two model scores is the one associ-

ated with the greater of the two wordlikeness ratings (that is, the model ranks these two

nonce words in accordance with speakers’ ratings), and as discordant otherwise. ese

two statistics differ only in the treatment of “ties”, pairs where either the model score or

wordlikeness rating are identical. For γ , ties are ignored, and the coefficient is

γ =
c− d
c+ d

where c and d represent the number of concordant and discordant pairs, respectively. e

τb statistic uses a similar formula, but also incorporates a penalty for ties in model score

which are not also paired with ties in wordlikeness ratings, or vice versa. Albright (2009)

uses a variant of this laer statistic to evaluate wordlikeness models.

2.2.3 Models

e nonce word stimuli from these three studies are scored automatically using four com-

putational models. e first two models represent baselines for comparison to the laer

two state-of-the-art gradient models. e scores are reproduced in Appendix A.

Gross phonotactic violation

A simple baseline is constructed by separating nonce words into those which contain a

phonotactic violation and those which do not. As all nonce words here are monosyllabic,

this task can be localized to two subcomponents of the syllable, the onset and the rime.

is is not to imply that these are the only domains over which phonotactic violations

might be stated, but many have claimed that onset and rime are particularly important

domains for the statment of phonotactic constraints (e.g., Fudge 1969, Kessler and Treiman

1997, Treiman et al. 2000). Speakers are adept at separating syllables into these units
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(Treiman 1983, 1986, Treiman et al. 1995), and they are implicated by paerns of speech

errors (Fowler 1987, Fowler et al. 1993).

Operationalizing “phonotactic violation” is somewhat more difficult. e simplest

possible mechanism is chosen here: an onset or rime is identified as well-formed if it

occurs with non-zero frequency in a representative sample, and is identified as ill-formed

otherwise. is is not to imply that all unaested onsets or rimes should be regarded

as ill-formed, or that all onsets or rimes with non-zero frequency in this data are well-

formed. For instance, Albright (2009) judges [dɹɛsp] dresp to be phonotactically well-

formed, despite the total lack of [ɛsp] rimes in English; similar observations have been

made concerning English onsets (e.g., Cairns 1972, Moreton 2002).

e representative sample used to define the phonotactic baseline is derived from

those entries of the CMU pronunciation dictionary which occur at least once per mil-

lion words in the SUBTLEX-US frequency norms; these norms thought to be particularly

strongly correlated with other behavioral measures (Brysbaert and New 2009). ese pro-

nunciations are then syllabified, and individual syllables parsed into onset and rime, ac-

cording to a process described in detail in Appendix B.

Wordlikeness ratings from the three studies are ploed against this gross contrast in

Figure 2.2. While there are several outliers, there can be lile doubt that gross phonotactic

status accounts for a considerable amount of variance in wordlikeness judgements.

Lexical neighborhood density

A second baseline is provided by measures of similarity to existing English words, which

has long been applied to model wordlikeness judgements (e.g., Bailey and Hahn 2001,

Greenberg and Jenkins 1964, Kirby and Yu 2007, Ohala and Ohala 1986, Shademan 2006,

2007, Vitevitch and Luce 1998, 1999). Chomsky (1955: 151, fn. 27) suggests that grammat-

icality judgements in general might be influenced by similarity to existing grammatical
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Figure 2.2: Gross phonotactic status and item-averaged wordlikeness ratings

structures, and Chomsky and Halle (1968:417f.) outline a similarity-based wordlikeness

model. More recently, it has been observed (e.g., Coleman and Pierrehumbert 1997:51,

Hay et al. 2004) that nonce words which flagrantly violate English sonority restrictions

but which bear common affixes (e.g., *mrupation) are rated highly English-like.

A wide variety of lexical similarity measures were considered, including a variant of

the Generalized Neighborhood model (Bailey and Hahn 2001), PLD20 (Suárez et al. 2011),

and a baery of measures provided by the Irvine Phonotactic Calculator (Vaden et al.

2009). e measure best correlated with wellformedness judgements is also the most ven-

erable measure of lexical similarity: Coltheart’s N (Coltheart et al. 1977), which is defined

as the number of words in some representative sample which can be changed into a target

nonce word by a single insertion, deletion, or substitution of a phoneme. Greenberg and

Jenkins (1964) find a correlation between wordlikeness ratings and a variant of this mea-

sure which only counts words differing by a single substitution. is is ploed against

ratings from the three studies in Figure 2.3, with local regression (LOESS; Cleveland and

Devlin 1988) curve superimposed. As can be seen from this figure, neighborhood density

accounts for much of the variance in ratings.
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Figure 2.3: Correlation between Coltheart’s N and item-averaged wordlikeness ratings,
with LOESS curve

While there is nothing inherently “phonotactic” about Coltheart’s N, it indirectly in-

corporates much of the information present in the gross phonotactic baseline. Consider

[blɪk]: since there is nothing marked about any part of this nonce word, a “neighbor”

might be found by modifying any phone: e.g., click, brick, bloke, bliss. However, since

[bn] onsets are unaested in English, a neighbor of [bnɪk] must somehow modify this

cluster: this leaves only brick and nick. Bailey and Hahn (2001) and Frauenfelder et al.

(1993) note that neighborhood density is also strongly correlated with measures like bi-

gram probability, but it has been argued elsewhere that phonotactic measures and neigh-

borhood density have distinct effects (e.g., Berent and Shimron 2003, Pi and Mceen

1998, Vitevitch and Luce 1998, 1999).

Segmental bigram probability

Faciliatory effects of bigram probabilities (i.e., shorter latencies) are reported in many

psycholinguistic tasks, including single-word shadowing (Vitevitch et al. 1997, Vitevitch

and Luce 1998), same/different judgements (Lipinski and Gupta 2005, Luce and Large 2001,
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Pearson r Spearman ρ G-K γ Kendall τb
featural bigrams .71 .64 .45 .45
segmental bigrams .74 .67 .48 .47
segmental bigrams with smoothing .75 .70 .50 .50

Table 2.2: Correlation between item-averaged wordlikeness ratings for the Albright and
Hayes (2003) norming study and three variants of bigram probability

Vitevitch and Luce 1999, 2005), and lexical decision (Pylkkänen et al. 2002). Albright (2009)

applies bigram probability as amodel of wordlikeness judgements. e bigram probability

of a sequence ijk, for instance, is defined as

p̂(ijk) = p(i|) · p(j|i) · p(k|j) · p(|k)

at is, it is the product of sequence-initial i, the probability of j following i, the probability

of k following j, and the probability of the sequence ending aer k.

Albright (2009) compares two variants of this model, the first operating over segments,

the second over sets of features. Unfortunately, the laer model is not described in suf-

ficient detail so that it can be implemented without making further assumptions, and the

author has not made the implementation public. However, Albright’s evaluation, which

includes the Scholes (1966) and Albright and Hayes (2003) data, finds an advantage for the

segment-based model. In implementing this model, it was found that a slight improve-

ment could be made by preventing any phoneme-to-phoneme transition from having zero

probability. is is accomplished by adding 1 to the count of every transition, a technique

used in natural language processing under the name of Laplace (or “add one”) smoothing.

As can be seen in Table 2.2, this results in a slight increase in the correlation between the

scores from this model and wellformedness ratings and therefore this smoothed segmen-

tal bigram score is adopted below. In Figure 2.4, it is ploed against wordlikeness ratings

from the three studies.
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Figure 2.4: Correlation between smoothed segmental bigram score and item-averaged
wordlikeness ratings, with LOESS curve

Maximum entropy phonotactics

Hayes and Wilson (2008) present a model which uses the principle of maximum entropy

to weigh a large number of competing phonotactic constraints (e.g., Goldwater and John-

son 2003, Jäger 2007). Hayes and Wilson use a complex method to evaluate their model.

First, they extract onset sequences from the CMU pronunciation dictionary, and use these

to train the model. e model is then used to score the onsets of the Scholes (1966) nonce

words. en they compute a parameter for transforming their model scores so as to maxi-

mize the correlation between these transformed scores and wordlikeness ratings, then re-

port the resulting correlation.2 Albright (2009) reports that the maximum entropy model,

training and testing only on onsets, performs well on the Scholes (1966) data, but does

not generalize well to the Albright and Hayes (2003) sample. Consequently, the model

was trained to score whole words, not just onsets, using the subset of the CMU dictionary
2is is contrary to standard procedures in natural language processing, in that the data used for eval-

uation is also used to fit the model (namely, the transformation’s parameter); when evaluation data is used
to fit parameters, there is reason to suspect the parameter values, or the model itself, may not generalize
to new data. No transformation is used here; this only has an effect on the Pearson r coefficient, since the
transformation used by Hayes and Wilson preserves monotonicity.
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Figure 2.5: Correlation between MaxEnt score and item-averaged wordlikeness ratings

described above.

Since this model has numerous experimenter-defined parameters, a close replication

of Hayes andWilson’s original paper is aempted: both their implementation and phono-

logical feature specifications are used here. Following Hayes and White (in press), dic-

tionary entries are syllabified using the procedure described in Appendix B, and a novel

feature [±C] is added to allow the model to distinguish coda and onset consonants.

Also, following Hayes and Wilson, constraints are limited to those spanning as many as

three segments and an “accuracy schedule” of [.001, .01, .1, .2, .3] is used. Since the maxi-

mum entropy model produces slightly different scores on each run, the worst-performing

of 10 runs is reported here, following Hayes and Wilson. e resulting scores are ploed

against wordlikeness ratings in Figure 2.5; it can be seen that the model assigns the high-

est possible score to a large variety of nonce words, though many words with a low rating

receive the highest MaxEnt probability score. It appears that this model is not robust

enough to reliably extracting phonotactic generalizations from monosyllabic words.
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Pearson r Spearman ρ G-K γ Kendall τb
A AH S A AH S A AH S A AH S

Gross status .73 .60 .80 .82 .66 .80 .87 .93 .91 .67 .47 .62
Density (N) .67 .79 .86 .61 .74 .82 .49 .57 .74 .45 .56 .67
Bigram p .46 .75 .74 .34 .70 .79 .25 .50 .63 .25 .50 .61
MaxEnt p .70 .21 .53 .66 .39 .58 .85 .61 .56 .68 .16 .48

Table 2.3: Correlation between item-averaged wordlikeness ratings and model scores

2.2.4 Results

Table 2.3 displays the full set of correlation coefficients, for each of the three data sets,

and for each of the four models. e first observation is that in general, there is a positive

correlation between model score and ratings in each pair. e two baselines, gross phono-

tactic status and neighborhood density, are by far the strongest models across choice of

correlation statistic and study, with gross phonotactic status performing the strongest un-

der the Goodman-Kruskal γ and on the Albright (2007) data, and neighborhood density

performing strongly under nearly all other statistics and data sets.

It is also possible to consider whether there is any residual correlation between bi-

gram and MaxEnt model scores, and wordlikeness ratings within the “valid” and “invalid”

groups defined by the gross phonotactic status measure. Kendall τb correlations within

these subgroups for each data set are shown in Table 2.4. e only reliable positive cor-

relation is present among the “valid” items as rated by the smoothed segmental bigram

model. is model is somewhat capable of accounting for contrasts between different

“possible” nonce words: for instance, it favors [plin] plean over [brɛlθ] brelth just as sub-

jects in the Albright (2007) study do; this can also be seen in the top three panels of Figure

2.6. Within the set of “invalid” items, however, neither grammatical model reliably distin-

guishes among items; both models, for instance, rate [ptʌs] ptus more well-formed than

[bnʌs] bnus, but speakers have the opposite preference.
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“Valid” items “Invalid” items
A AH S A AH S

Bigram score .65 .34 .60 .03 −.17 .47
MaxEnt score .00 −.15 −.32 −.42 .29 −.16

Table 2.4: Kendall τb correlation between model scores and item-averaged wordlikeness
ratings, sorted according to gross phonotactic status

2.2.5 Discussion

e bigram and MaxEnt models do not reliably outperform simple baselines. From this

it can be inferred that the current gradient models do not reliably predict intermediate

ratings, and that the distinctions these models draw within the sets of “valid” and “in-

valid” nonce words do not reliably correspond to speakers’ judgements. A serious limita-

tion of this evaluation is the primitive nature of the gross phonotactic status baseline. It

does not allow for any way to state constraints on onset-nucleus sequences, which have

been proposed for some languages (e.g., Kirby and Yu 2007 on Cantonese), or constraints

spanning whole syllables (e.g., Berkley 1994a,b, Clements and Keyser 1983, Coetzee 2008,

Fudge 1969).3 Furthermore, the gross phonotactic baseline does not have any mecha-

nism for generalizing the wellformedness of [ɛsp] rimes from clasp, lisp, and other rimes

consisting of a lax vowel followed by [sp] found in English, but Borowsky (1989), for in-

stance, proposes a theory of possible rimes in English which makes the correct prediction

regarding [ɛsp]. is is not embedded in an acquisition model, but models of syllable type

acquisition (e.g., Fikkert 1994, Levelt et al. 2000, Pan and Snyder 2003, 2004) make similar

predictions. As observed by Smith (1973) in a careful study of a single child acquiring

English, children’s productions are at first highly restricted but progress systematically to
3It is disputed whether English in particular exhibits onset-nucleus restrictions. Clements and Keyser

(1983) claim that “cooccurrence restrictions holding between the nucleus and preceding elements of the
syllable appear to be just as common as cooccurrence restrictions holding between the nucleus and following
elements” (20), but admit that at least some of these generalizationsmay represent accidental gaps. However,
Kessler and Treiman (1997), argue there are no clear restrictions on English onset-nuclei pairs.
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Figure 2.6: Correlation between smoothed segmental bigram score and item-averaged
wordlikeness ratings, sorted according to the gross phonotactic status, with LOESS curve

stages with fewer and fewer restrictions. Assuming productive competence is an appro-

priate measure of syllable acquisition, this suggests that syllable types are acquired like

many other linguistic phenomena in that the child progresses from subset to superset. e

difficulty here is that the typology of syllables must be delineated so that, for instance, the

robust presence of [æsp] and [ɪsp] implies acceptance of [ɛsp].

e gross phonotactic baseline could also be extended so as to recognize more than

two levels of wellformedness, without introducing the infinite amount of contrast implied

by fully gradient models. While the bigram and MaxEnt models do not appear to be able
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to reliably distinguish intermediate levels of well-formedness, it might be desirable to en-

code the intuition that, for example, [ʒlɪk] zhlick, is more English-like than [bnɪk], though

both have unaested onsets (e.g., Clements and Keyser 1983:50f.). It is also possible to

imagine that phonotactic violations would have a cumulative effect on well-formedness.

For instance, a nonce word with an unaested onset and an unaested rime, like [tsɪlm],

might be less English-like than either [tsɪl] or [sɪlm], an ability that could easily be ex-

tended to the gross phonotactic baseline. Cumulativity effects are predicted by the bigram

andMaxEnt models, among others (e.g., Albright et al. 2008, Anila 1997), but could easily

be incorporated into a simple baseline by counting the number of violations. However,

as of yet there is no convincing evidence for cumulativity effects in wordlikeness tasks,

and the stimuli used here are not suited to test this hypothesis.

2.3 Conclusions

State-of-the-art computational models of wellformedness do not reliably predict interme-

diate ratings in wordlikeness tasks. To the degree to which the bigram or MaxEnt models

are correlated with speakers’ judgements, these judgements are more precisely modeled

by similarity to existing words, or by a gross contrast between aested and unaested

onsets and rimes. While it remains an open question whether future gradient models will

account for intermediate judgements, the current evidence suggests that gradient gram-

maticality is not crucial for modeling gradient wordlikeness judgements. is does not

imply that wordlikeness judgements collected using Likert scales or magnitude estima-

tion are tainted; Sprouse and Almeida (submied) argue that gradient wellformedness

measures are beer able to detect syntactic violations thought to be categorical than are

binary judgements, and it seems likely this result would also hold for wordlikeness tasks.

However, intermediate ratings can no longer be taken at face value.
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Chapter 3

Static and derived Turkish phonotactics

It has long been speculated that statistical criteria could distinguish between accidental

phonotactic gaps, those which could arise without any antecedent cause, and those gaps

which are structural in nature (e.g., Fischer-Jørgensen 1952, Saporta 1955, Saporta and Ol-

son 1958, Vogt 1954).1 Following seminal work by Mester (1988) and McCarthy (1988), it

is commonly assumed that the phonotactic paerns in lexical entries “directly determine

the mental representation of the phonotactic constraints” (Frisch et al. 2004:180) acquired

by speakers, and therefore phonotactic constraints, whether categorical or gradient, can

be inferred by statistical analysis of the lexicon. ere is an enormous amount of re-

search that uncritically adopts this assumption. Afroasiatic languages, especially Arabic

(Coetzee and Pater 2008, Frisch et al. 2004, McCarthy 1988, Pierrehumbert 1993) but also

Berber (Elmedlaoui 1995) and Tigrinya (Buckley 1997), and Austronesian languages, in-

cluding Javanese (Graff and Jaeger in press, Mester 1988), Muna (Anila 2008, Coetzee

and Pater 2008), and Samoan (Alderete and Bradshaw in press), have been of particular

interest to linguists adopting this hypothesis; Aymara (Graff and Jaeger in press), Can-
1At the same time, some of this early work is critical of any aempt to establish a firm distinction

between structural and accidental gap. For instance, Fischer-Jørgensen (1952) writes that “it is theoretically
impossible to fix a non-arbitrary borderline between law and accident.” (3)
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tonese (Yip 1989), English (Berkley 1994b,a, 2000, Coetzee 2008, Davis 1989, Martin 2007,

2011), Gitksan (Brown 2010), Hungarian (Grimes 2010), Japanese (Kawahara et al. 2006),

Ju|’hoansi (Kinney 2005), Navajo (Martin 2007, 2011), Ofo (MacEachern 1999:38f.), Russian

(Padge 1991, 1992), Shona (Hayes and Wilson 2008), and Wargamay (Hayes and Wilson

2008) have also received a statistical treatment. Pozdniakov and Segerer (2007) analyze

lexical tendencies in a diverse sample of 30 languages.

Brown (2010) presents a strong form of this hypothesis, implying that any statistically

significant paern in the lexicon is one that is internalized by speakers:

… the paerns outlined above are statistically significant. Given this, it stands

that these sound paerns should be explained by some linguistic mechanism.

(Brown 2010:48)

It would be a result of great interest were it shown that statistical significance is both

necessary and sufficient to identify linguistic generalizations which are internalized by

speakers, but there is no reason to grant this assumption with respect to phonotactic

knowledge. As Zwicky and Pullum (1987:330) correctly observe, “[n]ot every regularity

in the use of language is a maer of grammar”. Nothing demands that the antecedent

cause of a statistically reliable lexical tendency be grammatical. On the contrary: there

are reasons to suspect that many static phonotactic constraints identified in this manner

have no synchronic reality.

By hypothesis, the phonological component may impose constraints on sound seg-

ments and sequence on underlying representations. Beyond this, a principled null hy-

pothesis (implied by the principle of N S P) is that there is no syn-

chronic, grammatical explanation for which possible underlying representations a lan-

guage chooses to instantiate. It is a practical necessity that numerous well-formed under-

lying representationswill be uninstantiated: the lexicon is finite but there are an infinitude
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of possible URs. e synchronic grammar cannot reasonably be expected to account for

all non-existent underlying representations: for instance, the phonology of English has

lile to say about absence of */blɪk/ (cf. flick, brick, block, blink).

is much seems uncontroversial. However, what has not been appreciated is that

even when a phonotactic generalization over underlying representations can be given a

phonological characterization, there is a plausible alternative to the assumption that it is

part of the synchronic grammar: namely, the generalization may be the result of now-

complete diachronic change. Since sound changes oen begin as phonological processes,

it is no surprise that phonotactic gaps or tendencies can be explained with reference to

phonological representations. But this suggests that the structural nature of a gap is not

pertinent to determining whether the constraint is synchronically real.

Saussure (1916) gives an example of phonotactic underrepresentation caused by sound

change. With only sporadic exceptions, Old Latin intervocalic s undergoes a conditioned

phonemic merger with r. is has two consequences. Second, it introduces many s-r

alternations: e.g., honōs-honōris ‘honor’. e traditional analysis (e.g., Foley 1965:62, Gru-

ber 2006:142, Heslin 1987:134, Kenstowicz 1996:377, Klausenburger 1976:314, Mahews

1972:19, Roberts 2012:88, Watkins 1970:526) treats r as the intervocalic allophone of /s/,

and derives honōris from underlying /honoːs-is/.

(5) R:

s −→ r /
[
+V

] [
+V

]

However, subsequent sound changes (e.g., Baldi 1994, Safarewicz 1932), particularly the

degemination of Old Latin ss aer diphthongs and long monophthongs (e.g., caussa >

causa ‘cause’), introduce numerous exceptions to R. In Classical Latin, intervo-

calic s is found root-internally (asellus ‘donkey’, casa ‘hut’), in environments derived by
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inflectional suffixes (uāsis ‘vase’ .., uisēre ‘to view’), prefixation (dēsecāre ‘to cut o’;

cf. dē ‘from’, secāre ‘to cut’), compounding (olusātrum ‘parsnip’; cf. olus ‘vegetable’, ātrum

‘black’), and denominal adjective formation (uentōsus ‘windy’; cf. uentus ‘wind’), and is

tolerated in nativized loanwords from Celtic (omāsum ‘tripe’), Germanic (glaesum ‘am-

ber’), and Greek (basis ‘pedestal’). ese facts lead Saussure to conclude that R

is no longer “inhérente à la nature de la langue” (202). While some of the apparent excep-

tions may be the result of opaque phonological application (Heslin 1987)—an explanation

not yet available in Saussure’s time—any formulation of rhotacization will admit nearly as

many lexical exceptions as there are roots exhibiting s-r alternations (Gorman in press).

Any synchronic account of the underrepresentation of intervocalic s must confront the

unproductive nature (as indicated by the accumulation of exceptions) of the proximate

explanation for this tendency.

In other cases, it is possible to observe once robust phonotactic tendencies induced

by sound change become increasingly moribund over time. Perhaps the most famous ex-

ample concerns the distribution of short a in English. Early Modern English short a un-

derwent irregular lengthening and tensing before voiceless fricatives /f, θ, s/ and nasals

/m, n/ (Wells 1982:I.203f.), introducing the first traces of the complex paern now found

in many American dialects (as well as in various British dialects, e.g., Jones 1964:74f.).

While there is a great deal of variation in the English of the Mid-Atlantic , it can be sum-

marized as follows: the low front vowel is lax except before tautosyllabic /f, θ, s, m, n/

(and perhaps other consonants), where the low front vowel is tense (and perhaps raised),

with various exceptions in both directions (e.g., Cohen 1970, Ferguson 1975, Labov 1981,

Trager 1930, 1934, 1940). Cohen (1970), Labov (1981), and Trager (1940) all argue that this

tendency is no longer to be aributed to synchronic allophony, but to a largely-complete

lexical/phonemic split. Labov presents three arguments for this analysis. First, there are

minimal pairs (e.g., tense modal can vs. lax noun/verb can) and extensive individual vari-
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ation. Secondly, Payne (1980) finds that children born out-of-state are unable to acquire

the short a paern of the Philadelphia metropolitan area in later childhood, though they

participate fully in other sound changes specific to the area. Finally, Mid-Atlantic speak-

ers have a greater ability to discriminate tense and lax variants of short a than speakers

of dialects with allophonic short a tensing/laxing. In summary, the historical facts that

account for this distribution no longer play a clear role in the synchronic phonology.

Other cases show that many constraints identified by statistical analysis are inert:

that is, there is no evidence that they are internalized by speakers. For instance, most

instances of Modern English [ʃ] derive from Old English [sk] (e.g., fisc ‘fish’) via sound

change. Old English does not permit long vowels before complex codas, compared to

similar segments like [s], and [ʃ] is still rarely preceded by long vowels in word-final

syllables in modern English (Table 3.1).2 As can be seen, long vowels are twice as common

before [s] as before [ʃ], a significant generalization according to the Fisher exact test.

Similarly, Hayes andWhite (in press) report that this constraint is discovered by the Hayes

and Wilson (2008) phonotactic learning model, which uses a related statistical criterion

to identify constraints. Despite this, Iverson and Salmons (2005) label the constraint on

long vowels before [ʃ] as “phonologically accidental”, as a millennium of coinages (e.g.,

‘affective” woosh) and loanwords (e.g., douche) disregard this generalization. Hayes and

White (in press) find that a variant of this restriction has lile or no effect on wordlikeness

judgements.

is laer example makes it clear that a purely statistical criterion overgenerates in

the sense that it predicts phonotactic constraints which speakers do not seem to internal-

ize. To account for the cases like the one above, Hayes and White (in press) propose that
2is sample is drawn from the CMU pronunciation dictionary, filtered by excluding words with a token

frequency of less than 1 per million words in the SUBTLEX-US frequency norms; similar results can be
obtained with less restrictive samples. e four words ending in a long vowel-[ʃ] sequence are douche,
leash, unleash, and woosh.
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{ɪ, ʊ} # {i, u} # % long p-value
ʃ# 46 4 8% 1.67−06s# 40 36 53%

Table 3.1: Type frequencies of high vowels before word-final [ʃ] and [s]

speakers are biased in favor of “natural generalizations” in probabilistic phonotactic learn-

ing.3 However, this chapter argues that this overgeneration gives the lie to the broader

assumption that phonotactics are extracted from paerns in the lexicon. Rather, the only

restrictions which speakers clearly internalize are those which derive from phonological

processes in the language. is is independent of “naturalness”, since both “natural” and

“unnatural” variants of statistically reliable static constraints are equally inert.

is chapter focuses on three phonotactic generalizations in Turkish, comparing lex-

ical statistics and the results of a wordlikeness task performed by Zimmer (1969). Both

the lexical statistics and Zimmer’s experimental results merit reconsideration, because

prior discussions do not relate the lexical statistics to experimental data or to competing

formalizations of the generalizations involved.

3.1 Turkish vowel sequence structure constraints

Lees (1966a,b) proposes three constraints on Turkish vowel sequences; these constraints

are the focus of many subsequent studies. In this section, these constraints are formal-

ized, and where possible, related to phonological alternations and to behavioral evidence

bearing on speakers’ knowledge of the restrictions. e following feature specification

for the eight vowels of Turkish is assumed throughout (e.g., Dresher 2009:298).4

3Hayes and White do not provide an operational definition of “naturalness”, so it is difficult to evaluate
their specific results despite their relevance to the argument at hand.

4Dresher in fact deploys a feature labeled L rather than R.
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(6) Turkish vowel features:

[−B] [+B]

[−R] [+R] [−R] [+R]

[+H] i ü [y] ı [ɯ] u

[−H] e ö [ø] a [ɑ] o

Two less common notations are used in this chapter. First, directional application

conditions (Johnson 1972) are assumed, so as to derive the le-to-right, iterative prop-

erties of the harmony rules. Considerable evidence for directional application has been

adduced (e.g., Anderson 1974: chap. 9, Gorman in press, Howard 1972:65f., Kavitskaya

and Staroverov 2008, Kaye 1982, Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977:189f., 1979:319f., Piggo

1975, Sohn 1971; see McCarthy 2003 and Wolf 2011 for recent reviews.) Further, Johnson

(1972) and Kaplan and Kay (1994) prove directional application and simultaneous appli-

cation are equivalent in terms of formal learnability.

Secondly, rather than the use of an unbounded number of Greek-leer variables (α, β,

etc.) over feature values {+,−}, only a single variable, denoted by ‘=’, is used (McCawley

1973). A structural description [=F]…[=F] matches a string Si…Sj if and only if Si and Sj

are both [+F] or both [−F]. is is more restrictive than Greek-leer notation, in that it

prevents the value of one feature being applied to different feature.5

3.1.1 Baness harmony

Lees (1966a:35, 1966b:284) models the Turkish vowel harmony system with three rules;

the most general of these rules spreads the specification [B] rightward.
5Odden (2012) argues that the two counterexamples against this restriction presented in SPE (352-353)

are not probative.
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(7) B H (condition: rightward application):[
−C

]
−→

[
= B

] / [
= B

]
C0

A vowel becomes [+B] aer a [+B] vowel, and [−B] aer a [−B] vowel,

ignoring any intervening consonants. e application of this rule proceeds from le to

right; no vowel may be skipped.

If permied to apply in non-derived environments, this rule accounts for the tendency

of polysyllabic roots to contain only [+B] or [−B] vowels, a tendency which will

be quantified below. B H also triggers alternations in inflectional suffix

vowels. For instance, the nominative plural (nom.pl.) suffix is -ler when the final root

vowel is [−B], and -lar when it is [+B].

(8) e Turkish nominative:

nom.sg. nom.pl.

a. ip ipler ‘rope’ (Clements and Sezer 1982:216)

köy köyler ‘village’

yüz yüzler ‘face’

kız kızlar ‘girl’

pul pullar ‘stamp’

b. neden nedenler ‘reason’ (Inkelas et al. 2000)

kiler kilerler ‘pantry’

pelür pelürler ‘onionskin’

boğaz boğazlar ‘throat’

sapık sapıklar ‘pervert’
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A few complications arise, however. First, as shown in (9a), not all polysyllabic roots

conform to B H. In this case, suffix vowels generally exhibit harmony

with the final root vowel. ere is also a very small class of nouns, shown in (9b), which

take -ler, although their final root vowel is [+B]. Interestingly, the roots themselves

may be harmonic.

(9) Exceptional Turkish nominatives:

nom.sg. nom.pl.

a. mezar mezarlar ‘grave’ (Inkelas et al. 2000)

model modeller ‘model’

silah silahlar ‘weapon’

memur memurlar ‘official’

sabun sabunlar ‘soap’

b. etol etoller ‘fur stole’ (Göksel and Kerslake 2005)

saat saatler ‘hour, clock’

kahabat kahabatler ‘fault’

Anderson (1974:212) and Iverson and Ringen (1978) claim that suffix harmony in dishar-

monic roots, as in (9a), requires the rule governing suffix harmony alternations to be dis-

tinguished from a sequence structure constraint governing root harmony. Since the rule

and sequence structure constraint are otherwise identical, this constitutes a “duplication”

(in the sense of Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977:136f.): harmony is, in some sense, stated

at two places in the grammar.

Another possiblity, however, is to understand root disharmony as a type of lexical ex-

ceptionality. Under such an analysis, suffix harmony in disharmonic roots is entirely con-
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sistent with the theory of exceptionality proposed in SPE (Zonneveld 1978:197f.).6 Chom-

sky and Halle assume that the specification of the target (i.e., the segment or segments

to be changed) of a rule R must be marked [+R] by convention. A root or affix which

fails to undergo R despite otherwise matching the structural description is simply said to

be marked [−R]. In other words, no representation is ever truly an exception to a rule;

rather, some underlying representations have non-default features which do not match

the extended structural description of R, which requires that the target be [+R]. If dishar-

monic roots are marked [−B H], then the final vowel of disharmonic

roots will still trigger B H, since the [−B H] root is no

longer the target but rather the trigger, which is not subject to the [+B H

] requirement. Under this account, root and suffix harmony are both derived from

B H, but they do not have the same ontology: suffix harmony is direct

result of phonological rule application, whereas the tendency for harmonic roots arises

from a dispreference for lexical exceptionality. Under this analysis, there is no need to

state a sequence structure constraint producing root harmony.

Anderson also notes that a small number of rootswhich fail to undergo suffix harmony,

like (9b), may themselves be harmonic. He takes this to be evidence for the necessity of

duplication:

…there are words which are exceptions to harmony across boundaries (e.g.,

kabahat ‘fault’, kabahai ‘his fault’) but which are perfectly regular internally.

Since themorpheme structure condition and the phonological rule in this case

have distinct classes of exceptions, it is clear that they cannot be identified.

(Anderson 1974:289)

Under the assumptions so far, however, there is no reason to assume that kabahat (or
6Kiparsky (1968:29f.) discusses a parallel case in Finnish, and proposes a similar separation between

the exception-filled sequence structure constraint and an exceptionless suffix harmony process. Howard
(1972:171f.) suggests an analysis of Finnish within SPE exceptionality theory.
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any other root which fails to trigger suffix harmony) is [+B H]. e

tendency for root harmony holds of the Turkish lexicon as a whole, but there is no evi-

dence that it applies to those few roots which select exceptional suffixes; indeed, there are

both harmonic and disharmonic roots selecting disharmonic suffixes (e.g., etol ‘fur stole’,

nom.pl. etoller).

is analysis compares favorably to an alternative proposed by Clements and Sezer

(1982) and Inkelas et al. (1997) which has other desirable properties but which makes

no predictions about root harmony. Root vowels exhibit a robust contrast for backness

(e.g., kül ‘ash’ vs. kul ‘servant’, kepek ‘bran’ vs. kapak ‘lid’), whereas backness of vowels

in non-initial syllables is predictable in harmonic roots (note that there are no prefixes

in Turkish). Clements and Sezer and Inkelas et al. propose that these vowels, as well

as harmonizing suffix vowels, are underspecified for backness, whereas the non-initial

vowels of disharmonic roots and of certain exceptional suffixes are fully specified. is is

schematized below.

(10) Autosegmental underspecification in harmonic roots (aer Clements and Sezer 1982):

a. harmonic root: C V C V C

[−B]

jjjjjjjjjj

b. disharmonic root: C V C V C

[−B] [+B]

One crucial detail is missing from this analysis: B H needs to be pre-

vented from overwriting the [+B] specification of disharmonic roots, perhaps with

a structure preservation condition (Kiparsky 1985). However, such a condition makes
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it impossible to relate B H to the tendency for harmonic roots, despite

considerable evidence (reviewed below) that they are marked in Turkish.7

While harmony in non-derived environments can be inferred from the aforementioned

suffix alternations, no evidence has yet been presented to show that Turkish speakers

internalize the tendency for roots to conform to backness harmony. If Turkish speakers

do not aend to this generalization, there is no need for the grammar to account for

it: the “duplication” would only be apparent. Several other “external” facts suggest that

this is not the case. e discussion here is not intended to imply uncritical acceptance

of data from loanword adaptation, language games, or particular psycholinguistic tasks

as evidence for phonological grammar, but rather to illustrate additional evidence that is

pertinent if the linking hypotheses are valid.8

e production of non-native word-initial onset clusters, discussed by Clements and

Sezer (1982) and Kaun (1999), suggests that loanword adaptation results in words con-

forming to B H. Some speakers pronounce these non-native clusters,

but in fast speech the cluster is split by anaptyxis. In the majority of cases, this vowel

matches the following root vowel for backness.
7On the other hand, it is possible to interpret the presence of a single backness specification per root as

a sort of default. A precedent for this is the surface-oriented interpretation of the tonal Obligatory Contour
Principle proposed by Goldsmith (1976:134) and Odden (1986), under which adjacent identical tones are
automatically aributed to a single underlying tone. At first glance, this appears to be a notational variant
of the rule exceptionality account, but in the absence of further assumptions, it is forced to interpret kabahat
as harmonic, despite kabahai.

8anks to Bert Vaux and Kie Zuraw for bringing these studies to my aention.
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(11) Variable non-native cluster adaptation (Clements and Sezer 1982:247):

a. spiker ∼ sipiker ‘announcer’

fren ∼ firen ‘brake’

b. trablus ∼ tırablus ‘Tripoli’

kral ∼ kıral ‘king’

c. brom ∼ burom ‘bromide’

prusya ∼ purusya ‘Prussia’

It is unclear whether the cluster-spliing vowel is deleted in the non-native variant or

epenthesized in the fast speech variant. Under either analysis, there is no ready expla-

nation for the tendency of the cluster-spliing vowel to have the backness features of

following vowels; if anything, one might have expected it to determine the backness fea-

tures of following vowels. All that can be said with certainty is that the adaptation of

non-native onset clusters appears to proceed in such a fashion so that the lexical items in

question are [+B H].

Similar evidence comes from a language game discussed by Harrison and Kaun (2001).

e game is native to the related language Tuvan, where it is used to convey a sense of

“vagueness or jocularity”; it is not indigenous to Turkish, but can be taught quickly to

children or adults. In this game, the base is reduplicated and the first vowel of the redu-

plicant replaced with a [+B] vowel. In (12a), the second [−B] vowel of the base

is, in the reduplicant, “reharmonized” with the inserted [+B] vowel. e disharmonic

roots of (12b) do not reharmonize.9

9A similar contrast between harmonic and disharmonic roots is found in Tuvan (Harrison and Kaun
2001) and in an unrelated language game in Finnish (Campbell 1986).
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(12) Turkish reduplication game (Harrison and Kaun 2001:231):

a. kibrit kibrit-{kabrıt} ‘match’

bütün bütün-{batın} ‘whole’

b. mali mali-{muli} ‘Mali’

butik butik-{batik} ‘boutique’

Harrison and Kaun propose that those roots which fail to reharmonize are prespecified for

backness throughout; this also requires that reharmonization is subject to a non-derived

environment condition. In the full specification analysis adopted here, reharmonization

is the result of B H applying within the reduplicant; the lack of rehar-

monization in the reduplicants of disharmonic roots requires that the [−B H

] exception feature is copied under reduplication.10

A number of studies have investigated the role of harmony in word-spoing tasks,

thought to mimic auditory word recognition and segmentation in natural seings. Many

of these studies have been carried out in Finnish, which has a vowel harmony system quite

similar to Turkish. Suomi et al. (1997) and Vroomen et al. (1998) task Finnish speakers with

identifying harmonic disyllables in an auditory stream. When the syllable preceding the

disyllabic target has a different backness specification than the target, recognition of the

target is facilitated. Presumably, disharmony facilitates the recognition of word bound-

aries. Kabak et al. (2010) find that Turkish B H has a similar effect: Turk-

ish speakers are quicker and more accurate at the task of spoing the nonce target word
10ere are other cases which suggest that lexical diacritics are copied in reduplication. In Kinande,

verbal reduplication requires a bisyllabic reduplicant (Downing 2000, Mutaka and Hyman 1990). is has
synchronic force in the grammar, since “reduplicated” monosyllabic roots in fact contain three copies of
the root so as to satisfy this requirement; furthermore, reduplicated forms of many trisyllabic verbs are
ineffable. However, a few trisyllabic verbs exceptionally show full reduplication. is is a lexical property,
but presence or absence of the exceptionality feature that permits non-bisyllabic reduplicants only surfaces
on the reduplicant itself.
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pavo when preceded by a disharmonic juncture (e.g., gölü-PAVO) than when preceded by

a harmonic juncture (e.g., golu-PAVO). Kabak et al. report that this effect does not obtain

for speakers of French, a language which lacks vowel harmony. is implies that Turkish

speakers have internalized the tendency of harmonic sequences to be root-internal and of

disharmonic transitions to cross word boundaries.

e Turkish word-spoing experiment is adapted by van Kampen et al. (2008) for

infant subjects. In this study, 9-month-old infants are familiarized with recordings of

harmonic, disyllabic nonce words presented in isolation and tested with the head turn

preference paradigm. Infants acquiring Turkish listen longer to nonce words preceded by

a disharmonic juncture during familiarization (e.g., lo-NETIS), whereas infants acquiring

German, a language which lacks vowel harmony, do not exhibit this preference. Simi-

larly, van Kampen et al. report that Turkish 6-month-old infants prefer to listen to har-

monic nonce words such as paroz over disharmonic nonce words like nelok, but German

6-month-old infants show no such preference. However, there are some caveats for iden-

tifying these effects with grammatical computations: the domain for word segmentation

is the uerance, which is considerably broader than the scope of harmony (i.e., the word):

the two cannot be easily identified. All that can be said is that there is an obvious sim-

ilarity between computing the contexts for vowel harmony and the word segmentation

heuristics proposed by Kabak et al. and van Kampen et al.

3.1.2 Roundness harmony

R H is quite similar to B H, but imposes an additional

condition: targets must be [+H].
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(13) R H (condition: rightward application):−C

+H

 −→
[
= R

]
/

[
= R

]
C0

A [+H] vowel becomes [+R] aer a [+R] vowel, and [−R] aer a [−R]

vowel, ignoring any intervening consonants, and applying from le to right.

If permied to apply in non-derived environments, this rule accounts for the tendency

of polysyllabic roots to contain only round or unround high vowels. In concert with

B H, R H also triggers alternations which account for

the shape of the dative singular (dat.sg.) and genitive singular (gen.sg.) suffixes, among

others. As is the case for B H, disharmonic roots occur, but generally

trigger suffix harmony.
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(14) Turkish nominal suffix allomorphy:

nom.sg. dat.sg. gen.sg.

a. ip ipi ipin ‘rope’ (Clements and Sezer 1982:216)

kız kızı kızın ‘girl’

sap sapı sapın ‘stalk’

köy köyü köyün ‘village’

son sonu sonun ‘end’

b. boğaz boğazı boğazın ‘throat’ (Inkelas et al. 2000)

pelür pelürü pelürün ‘onionskin’

döviz dövizi dövizin ‘currency’

yamuk yamuğu yamuğun ‘trapezoid’

ümit ümiti ümitin ‘hope’

Few studies have directly investigated whether speakers are aware of the tendency

for roots to conform to R H. However, two of the external sources of

evidence for B H also bear on this question. First, the cluster-spliing

vowel found in non-native onset clusters, discussed above, tends to agree in roundness

with following high vowels (e.g., prusya-purusya ‘Prussia’). Secondly, R H

 participates in reharmonization in the language game described by Harrison and

Kaun and discussed above: the second ü in bütün ‘whole’ reharmonizes to the [−R]

vowel ı in reduplicated bütün-batın.

3.1.3 Labial attraction

Lees (1966a:35) notes the tendency of Turkish high back vowels to be round aer a se-

quence of a and one or more labial consonants, and formalizes this as a phonological
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process.

(15) L A:
−C

+B

+H

 −→
[
+R

]
/ ɑ C0

 +C

+L

 C0

is rule is significantly more complex than the harmony rules, and this may obscure

the fact that it produces exceptions to R H, producing aC0u (e.g., çapul

‘raid’, sabur ‘patient’, şaful ‘wooden honey tub’, avuç ‘palm of hand’, samur ‘sable’; Lees

1966b:285) rather than the expected aC0ı. However, L A does not apply

in derived environments: the gen.sg. of sap ‘stalk is sapın rather than *sapun that would

be predicted if L A triggered alternations. Lees and Zimmer (1969) cite

roots which do not conform to L A (e.g., tavır ‘mode’) but agree that they

are surprisingly rare; so as to dispute the claim that such exceptions are rare, Clements

and Sezer (1982) presents many additional examples of exceptions.

3.2 Evaluation

Zimmer (1969:311) administers two wordlikeness tasks designed to evaluate native speak-

ers’ knowledge of B H, R H, and L A

in roots. Speakers are presented with a pair of nonce words, differing only in whether

they obey or violate one of these three constraints, and then indicate the nonce word

that is more Turkish-like.11 Zimmer concludes that the former two rules are reflected in
11Compared to the unpaired ratings tasks commonly used in wordlikeness research, paired rating tasks

have considerably more statistical power (e.g. Gigerenzer et al. 2004), since there is lile chance that any
contrast between the phonotactically licit and illicit members of an otherwise-identical pair of nonce words
is controlled by an omied variable. Consequently, paired rating tasks are ideal for collecting wordlikeness
judgements. e use of paired stimuli also makes the purpose of the experiment somewhat more overt,
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wordlikeness judgements, whereas L A is not. Below, both lexical statis-

tics and Zimmer’s wordlikeness results are analyzed statistically; L A is

shown to be a statistically robust generalization over the Turkish lexicon, but no variant

of L A is reflected in Zimmer’s wordlikeness study. In contrast, the two

harmony processes have robust effects both on the lexicon and on wordlikeness. is

dissociation between statistical tendencies generalizations and wordlikeness results pro-

vides further evidence against the assumption that phonotactic knowledge can be inferred

directly from lexical statistics.

3.2.1 Lexical statistics

Counts are computed by regular expression matching on a 9,601-root subset of the TELL

database, consisting of roots which show no surface variation in any inflected form.

To test for associations between the process (more specifically, the constraint that it

imposes on roots) and type frequency in this database, each root was sorted into a 2× 2

contingency table; the contents of each cell are specific to the process in question. e

counts in this table do not necessary sum to 9,601, since many roots neither exemplify

nor violate the process in question; for instance, monosyllabic words are irrelevant to root

harmony. e Fisher exact test is used to compute a p-value representing the probability

of the observed paerns arising under the null hypothesis that there is no association

between the constraint and type frequency.

Baness harmony

B H is exemplified in the lexicon insofar as there is a positive associa-

tion between the backness of vowels in all adjacent syllables. Any root which contains

which is thought to reduce responsive variability compared to experiments in which the subjects are blind
to the goals of the experiment (see Hertwig and Ortmann 2001:398f. for discussion).
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[+B]1 [−B]1 p-value
[+B]2...n 3,089 1,704 1.19−89[−B]2...n 1,698 2,250

Table 3.2: TELL roots sorted according to B H

vowels in adjacent syllables which disagree in backness is counted as disharmonic, even

if other vowel transitions in the root are harmonic; further assumptions are necessary to

determine whether a root which has one disharmonic transition may in any sense “obey”

harmony elsewhere. To construct the contingency table, roots are binned first according

to the backness specification of the first nucleus, and then according to the backness of all

following nuclei. For example, the first two syllables of adalet ‘justice’ are harmonic, but

it is coded as disharmonic because there is a a…e transition later in the word. e result-

ing counts are shown in Table 3.2. 61% of roots conform to B H, and the

interaction between the backness of the first and of the subsequent vowels is significant.

Roundness harmony

R H predicts correlation between the roundness of a vowel and the

roundness of high vowels in the next syllable. Any root for which a vowel does not agree

in roundness with a high vowel in the following syllable (e.g., ümit) is considered to be an

exception. Roots are binned first according to the roundness of vowels which are followed

by a high vowel in the next syllable, and then according to the roundness of all following

high vowels. e resulting counts are shown in Table 3.3. 83% of the roots conform to

R H, and the interaction between the roundness of the ith vowel and

the roundness of the (i+ 1)th high vowel is significant. e counts in the boom row of

Table 3.3 contain a number of roots which are apparent exceptions to R H

 but conform to L A (boom le), and which conform to R

 H at the expense of L A (boom right). Excluding these
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[+R]i [−R]i p-value
[+H, +R]i+1 613 261 1.02−36[+H, −R]i+1 581 2,841

Table 3.3: TELL roots sorted according to R H

types of roots would have the effect of slightly increasing the overall rate of R

H, since the former case is more common.

Labial attraction

Clements and Sezer (1982) object to L A on the grounds that it is not

“systematic”.

Even more decisive evidence against a rule of Labial Araction is the exis-

tence of a further, much larger set of roots containing /…aCu…/ sequences

in which the intervening consonant or consonant cluster does not contain a

labial…We conclude that there is no systematic restriction on the set of conso-

nants that may occur medially in roots of the form /…aCu…/. (Clements and

Sezer 1982:225)

is claim can be evaluated using the Fisher exact test. Let P denote a sequence of one

or more consonants, one of which is labial, and let T denote a sequence of one or more

consonants none of which is labial. e null hypothesis is that aPu sequences, which con-

form to L A, are no more likely than would be expected from other aTu

sequences violating R H. e resulting counts are shown in Table 3.4.

Whereas the sequence aPu is more than twice as likely as aPı, the sequence aTu is 5 times

less likely than aTı. is interaction is significant, as predicted by L A,

but contrary to Clements and Sezer’s claim. In fact, a…u sequences overall are less, not

more, common than a…ı sequences, presumably a consequence of R H.
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a…u a…ı p-value
aP… 124 57 1.02−36aT… 136 590

Table 3.4: TELL roots sorted according to L A

3.2.2 Wordlikeness ratings

Zimmer (1969) administers two variants of the paired nonce word rating task. e first

used 23 native adult speakers who were permied to select either nonce word as more like

Turkish, or to indicate ‘no preference’. For the purposes below, ‘no preference’ results are

ignored. e second experiment used 32 native adults, none of whom appeared in the

preceding study, and used a forced binary choice.

Each response is coded as concordant if the nonce word conforming to the process is

preferred, and discordant if the disharmonic word is selected. To test for an association

between the constraints, a non-parametric statistic, the Goodman-Kruskal (1954) γ is used.

e γ statistic ranges between -1 (whichwould indicate that non-conforming noncewords

are always preferred to conforming nonce words) and 1 (which indicates that conforming

nonce words are always preferred).12

Baness harmony

Both of Zimmer’s experiments include 5 pairs which differ in whether or not the nonce

words conform to, or violate, B H. As can be seen from Table 3.5, har-

monic pairs are preferred approximately 6-to-1, and aggregating over speakers, no dishar-

monic member of a pair is favored. Speakers have a highly reliable preference for nonce

words which exhibit B H (γ = 0.694, p = 1.7−59). It is interesting to

note that the disharmonic nonce word which has the highest rating is found in the pair
12It also is possible to perform statistical tests aggregating over items, but for small number of items, such

tests have very poor statistical power.
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Experiment 1 Experiment 2
   
temez 19 temaz 3 pemez 30 pemaz 2
teriz 23 terız 0 teriz 28 terız 3
tokaz 21 tokez 1 tokaz 26 tokez 6
tipez 21 tipaz 1 tipez 24 tipaz 8
terüz 20 teruz 1 terüz 19 teruz 13

Table 3.5: Effects of B H on wordlikeness (from Zimmer 1969)

Experiment 1 Experiment 2
   
törüz 19 töriz 1 pörüz 32 pöriz 0
tüpüz 22 tüpiz 0 tüpüz 31 tüpiz 1
takız 15 takuz 3 takız 22 takuz 10
tatız 12 tatuz 6 tatız 20 tatuz 12

Table 3.6: Effects of R H on wordlikeness (from Zimmer 1969)

terüz-teruz, both of which violate R H. While this is lile more than an

anecdote, this may be indicative of a link between the two processes, and their exceptions,

in the minds of native speakers.

Roundness harmony

Both experiments include 5 pairs which differ in the presence or absence of R

H. As shown in Table 3.6, there is an approximately 5-to-1 preference for har-

monic nonce words, and as was the case above, no disharmonic member of any pair is

preferred overall, across all speakers. Turkish speakers have a reliable preference for

nonce words to conform to R H (γ = 0.680, p = 1.1−47).

Labial attraction

Both experiments include 5 pairs which either conform to L A and violate

R H, or vice versa; the preferences are shown in Table 3.7. ere is
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Experiment 1 Experiment 2
aPu aPı aPu aPı

tamuz 3 tamız 16 pamuz 15 pamız 17
tafuz 3 tafız 17 tafuz 21 tafız 11
tavuz 9 tavız 4 mavuz 16 mavız 16
tapuz 7 tapız 9 tapuz 17 tapız 15
tabuz 5 tabız 12 tabuz 16 tabız 16

Table 3.7: Effects of L A on wordlikeness (from Zimmer 1969)

a small preference against L A (and therefore in favor of R

H, though this is non-significant (γ = −0.043, p = 0.305).

Speakers do not have the preferences predicted by L A. At the same

time, they do not have a preference for R H either, as one might expect.

At most, it could be said that L A is sufficiently robust so as to suspend

the effect of R H, with which it is in competition.

3.2.3 Discussion

It has been shown that while L A is a highly reliable generalization about

Turkish roots, it has at best a minimal effect onwordlikeness judgements. In contrast, har-

mony processes have a similar statistical profile, but have quite robust effects on word-

likeness. e most plausible explanation for this is that L A does not

trigger alternations; indeed, it is counter-exemplified by the effects of R H

 in suffix allomorphy. As is noted by Inkelas et al. (1997:412f.), the lexicon of Turkish

will, under the assumptions here, remain as it is whether or not L A has

a synchronic reality.13 It might even be possible to suggest that it does not exist at all,

though under such analysis it is mysterious why Turkish speakers suspend their robust
13Another possibility is that such a constraint could result in a lexical “trend” over time. Even if such a

trend is observed, however, it is quite difficult to establish that it is the result of a synchronic constraint at
every intermediate stage of the language.
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preference for R H when it is in competition with L A.

Itô andMester (1995a,b) andNí Chiosáin and Padge (1993) claim that LA

 holds only over the native vocabulary, and that the Turkish lexicon is “stratified”.

is would be a potential confound for Zimmer’s experiment, since it is not implausible

that speakers in Zimmer’s study would treat nonce words much like loanwords; indeed,

many wordlikeness studies include instructions to the participants to treat the stimuli

much as if they were loanwords (e.g., Hay et al. 2004). However, Inkelas et al. (2001) find

that foreignwords aremore, not less, likely to conform to L A than native

words. One possible explanation is that the major languages in contact with Turkish (En-

glish, Farsi, and French) lack the /ɯ/ (ı) phoneme that is needed to contribute exceptions

to a hypothetical L A.

Becker et al. cite the apparent inertness of L A as evidence that nat-

uralness constrains phonotactic learning.

is is clearly a complex and somewhat unnatural phonotactic, both in terms

of the nonlocality of environment and the conjunction of features from two

distinct triggers, and it is therefore a welcome result that not all speakers

readily encoded it into a generalizable constraint. (Becker et al. 2011:118)

It is not obvious that it is even desirable to exclude L A as a possible rule:

Inkelas et al. (1997:394, fn. 2) speculate that L A may have even induced

alternations at one point in the history of Turkish. But, if Becker et al. are correct, it

should be possible to show that a more “natural” variant of L A is in fact

beer reflected in wordlikeness judgements, assuming it too is statistically valid. Inkelas

et al. make a similar observation.

Vowel labialization following labials is not a synchronic alternation in Turk-

ish, yet it (unlike L A per se) is a statistically supported ten-
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…u …ı p-value
P… 371 71 6.98−49T… 811 922

Table 3.8: TELL roots sorted according to L A′

dency worthy of further research. (Inkelas et al. 2001:196)

is proposal is formalized below as L A′.14

(16) L A′:


−C

+B

+H

 −→
[
+R

]
/

 +L

+C



e environment is now strictly local. Rounding of high vowels aer labial consonants

is also acoustically natural, as both are distinguished by low first and second formants.

Finally, the rounding of a high back vowel aer a labial consonant is widely aested (e.g.,

Vaux 1993). Furthermore, as shown in Table 3.8, L A′ is even more sta-

tistically reliable than Lees’s original formulation. is reformulation targets a superset

of Lees’s original rule, and therefore distinguishes the stimulus pairs in Table 3.7; i.e., any

aPı sequence violates L A′ just as much as it violates the original formu-

lation. Yet, it is not clear that either form of the generalization is strongly reflected in

wordlikeness judgements.
14Zimmer (1969) proposes another variant of L Awhich ignores intermediate consonan-

tal place but requires an a trigger in the preceding syllable. However, this is neither supported by lexical
statistics or the results of his study.
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3.3 Conclusions

Statistical reliability is neither necessary nor sufficient to predict what speakers know

about possible and impossible words in their language. Further, phonotactic constraints

may go unlearned whether or not they are “natural”. In the case of Turkish vowel re-

strictions, at least, it is precisely those constraints which are derive from phonological

processes—albeit processes with a considerable number of exceptions—which are most

clearly reflected in psycholinguistic tasks. is should not be taken to imply that all

phonotactic constraints inferred from the lexicon are illusory: for instance, Frisch and

Zawaydeh (2001) present psycholinguistic support for co-occurrence restrictions in Ara-

bic posited by Frisch et al. (2004 [1995]) on the basis of lexical data. As a general principle,

though, it should be apparent that lexical statistics do not contribute reliable evidence for

the theory of phonotactics; the linguist who has identified a statistical tendency in the lex-

icon has much more work to do before it can be identified with the synchronic grammar.

is is even more serious when a strong relationship between phonotactic and phonolog-

ical representations is assumed (as it is here): contrary to common practices (e.g., Mester

1988, Padge 1991, 1992), lexical statistics cannot be interpreted as principled evidence

for the nature of phonological features or of other components of phonological grammar.
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Chapter 4

Structural and accidental gaps in English

syllable contact

Many phonotactic restrictions are easily described by making reference to prosodic prim-

itives. In some cases, prosodic factors impose constraints on the system of contrast. For

instance, Latin has contrastive vowel and consonant length (e.g., os ‘bone’ vs. ōs ‘mouth’,

anus ‘ring’ vs. annus ‘year’), but the laer contrast is suspended in codas preceded by

a diphthong or long monophthong; a syllable may either contain a diphthong or long

monophthong, or it may have a coda comprising the first half of a geminate consonant,

but not both. However, constraints on underlying representations may also involve ref-

erences to non-contrastive prosodic structures such as the edges of syllables (e.g., Hooper

1973, Kahn 1976).1 For instance, as first noted by Haugen (1956), numerous restrictions

on word-medial consonant clusters have a unified statement in prosodic terms:
1See Blevins 1995 for the claim that syllabification is universally non-contrastive, and Elfner 2006 for

arguments that a putative counterexample derives from an underlying vowel length contrast.
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(17) M C L:

A medial cluster can consist maximally of a well-formed medial coda and a well-formed

medial onset

As an illustration of this tautology, consider languages like Yokuts, which forbid com-

plex codas and complex onsets, and which enforce these restrictions in complex words via

processes such as vowel epenthesis. Newman (1944:26f.) notes that this imposes an an

upper bound on the size of medial clusters: no cluster of more than two consonants can be

parsed into a simple coda and simple onset. In the case of Yokuts, it is certainly possible

to state this restriction without reference to syllable structure, as *CCC, a constraint on

trisyllabic clusters (e.g., Elinger 2008:92f., Zuraw 2003:820f.). However, the aforemen-

tioned constraints on complex onsets and codas find independent motivation from the

total absence of initial and final clusters in Yokuts;2 with these two restrictions in place,

a further constraint on medial triconsonantal clusters is otiose.3 While the medial clus-

ter law is certainly consistent with the hypothesis that syllable structure may be present

in underlying representations (e.g., Anderson 1974:255, Vaux 2003), this need not be the

case under Stampean occultation. If an underlying medial consonant sequence appears

on the surface, it satisfies the medial cluster law by definition. If, however, an underlying

cluster is modified by consonant deletion, coalescence, or vowel epenthesis, then it need

not consist of a licit medial onset and medial coda.

Pierrehumbert (1994) begins a study of English word-medial consonant clusters with

a restatement of the medial cluster law:
2e tendency for word boundaries and morph junctures to behave like consonants has long been noted

(e.g., Hill 1954, Lass 1971, Moulton 1947); Kahn (1976:24f.) takes this as evidence for the syllable.
3Côté (2000:31f.) alludes to another critique of constraints like *CCC, namely that this constraint requires

“counting”: see Isac and Reiss 2008:64f. for further discussion of the comparative merits of “counting” and
“grouping” analyses in phonology.
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at is, in the absence of additional provisos, any concatenation of a well-

formed coda and a well-formed onset is predicted to be possible medially in a

word. (Pierrehumbert 1994:168)

However, Pierrehumbert reports that the vast majority of the “possible” clusters (i.e., those

which conform to the medial cluster law) are in fact unaested. So as to acount for this,

Pierrehumbert presents “provisos” in the forms of static co-occurrence restrictions, unre-

lated to any phonological alternation in English.4 is chapter will argue, however, the

static constraints proposed by Pierrehumbert are unnecessary, and that the only restric-

tions on the inventory of medial clusters in English (beyond the medial cluster law) are

those which derive from well-known phonological processes.

4.1 English syllable contact clusters

e aforementioned study by Pierrehumbert, as well as further investigations of this do-

main by Duanmu (2009: chap. 8) and Hammond (1999: chap. 3), argue for the necessity

of admiing static phonotactic constraints, and illustrate proposals for the architecture

of the phonotactic system. However, there are a number of reasons to reconsider the

findings of these authors in light of the proposals made in previous chapters.

4.1.1 e role of phonological processes

Duanmu, Hammond, and Pierrehumbert do not generally take into account the effects

of phonological processes which target medial clusters in English. As a consequence,
4Given the arguments presented in the previous chapter, that not all lexical tendencies have a synchronic

basis, one may question the intuition that any gaps in the English cluster inventory (or those that go beyond
the medial cluster law) must be accounted for by the synchronic grammar. In addition to some informal
statistical evidence (of the sort problematized in the previous chapter), Pierrehumbert administers a word-
likeness task to validate the static constraints she proposes. However, this experiment is of a quite informal
nature and the results are given only a superficial analysis, so it is less than probative.
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some of the static constraints these authors identify may be in fact the product of English

morphophonemics and Stampean occultation. For instance, Pierrehumbert writes that

“nasal-stop sequences agree in labiality” (175) and posits a static constraint to account for

this fact. However, this generalization is merely a narrower form of a restriction deriving

from a process of N P A (see §4.2.2). Other derived constraints are

simply not mentioned; for instance, Pierrehumbert does not discuss the highly reliable

tendency of obstruent-obstruent clusters to agree in voicing (see §4.2.2); while Hammond

(1999) does allude to this restriction, it is dismissed in light of a few apparent counterex-

amples (though see §4.2.1 below). In contrast, this chapter aempts to evaluate derived

and static constraints on an equal footing.

4.1.2 e role of sparsity

Pierrehumbert (1994) infers static constraints from near-exceptionless gaps in the lexicon,

but lile effort is made to show that the paerns of lexical underrepresentation are not

due to chance. Consequently, it is possible to suggest that some of these gaps are acciden-

tal rather than structural in nature. is is made all the more likely given the tendency of

segment and cluster frequency distributions to be highly skewed (e.g., Pande and Dhami

2010, Sigurd 1968, Tambovtsev and Martindale 2007, Weiss 1961) so that it is difficult to

distinguish between structural and accidental gaps. Furthermore, Pierrehumbert consid-

ers only triconsonantal clusters, but medial clusters may be as short as two consonants, as

in a[n.t]ics, or as long as four, as in mi[n.str]el, and no justification is given for ignoring

clusters of other lengths. If there is any effect of this focus, it is presumably to produce

further sparsity in the distribution observed.
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4.1.3 e role of morphological segmentation

Many components of Pierrehumbert’s study cannot be replicated. Pierrehumbert lim-

its her study to words she judges to be “morphologically simple” and “reasonably famil-

iar”; the author’s sensations thereof are not replicable, nor are they available to other

researchers in any form. It has been suggested (e.g., Labov 1975, Schütze 1996) that the

sensations (as well as cognitive limitations) of concerned parties should not be granted

evidential status in the first place, given the potential for implicit bias; Labov calls this

restriction the Experimenter Principle.

It is not uncommon for analysts to propose otherwise-unmotivated morphological

junctures simply to preserve phonological or phonotactic generalizations. is is done

by Chomsky and Halle (1968), for instance, to simplify principles of English stress as-

signment. Similarly, Rice (2009:546) analyses many words in Slave as compounds simply

because they contain consonant clusters that rarely occur in morph-internal contexts.

Applied indiscriminately, however, this heuristic trivializes both morphological segmen-

tation and phonotactic generalization. For these reasons, the wordlist used in this study

is derived from a publicly available database, and no experimenter intuitions are used.

4.2 Evaluation

Aer constructing a sample of syllable contact clusters in English simplex words, this

sample is used to evaluate the coverage of static and derived constraints.
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4.2.1 Method

Materials and procedure

Following Duanmu (2009: chap. 8) and Hammond (1999: chap. 3), who also consider re-

strictions on English medial clusters, a wordlist is generated using the English portion of

the CELEX database (Baayen et al. 1996). Only words marked in CELEX as “monomor-

phemic” are used, and all words labeled in CELEX as non-native are excluded.5 ese

more-stringent criteria exclude many words labeled exceptions in the studies by Duanmu

or Hammond in their studies. For instance, nearly all the exceptions to O V

A (see §4.2.2 below) noted by Hammond (1999:74) are excluded either as

complex words (e.g., jurisdiction, madcap, tadpole, scapegoat, magpie) or non-native (e.g.,

vodka, smorgasbord).

In contrast to prior studies, these criteria also exclude words which consist of a Lati-

nate prefix and a bound stem (e.g., inspect, excrete). While Pierrehumbert rejects this

analysis, it has extensive formal and experimental support. First, hypothesized Latinate

prefixes simplify the statement of manymorphophonemic details in English. For instance,

Aronoff (1976:11f.) observes that Latinate forms which share the same bound stem also

share irregular allomorphs of that stem under derivation.

(18) Bound stem-specific allomorphy:

a. adhere adhesion

cohere cohesion

b. conceive conception

perceive perception

5e first criterion results in the exclusion of proper names, which have long been noted to push the
bounds of native language phonotactics (e.g., Trubetzkoy 1958:254).
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Aronoff takes this to be evidence that adhere and cohere, for instance, share a bound stem.

ere is also an interaction between Latinate prefixes on verbs and the syntactic comple-

ments they select. Latinate verbs do not generally allow ditransitive, verb participle, or

adjectival resultative constructions, all of which are acceptable with similar Anglo-Saxon

verbs (e.g., Gropen et al. 1989, Harley 2009).

(19) Restrictions on Latinate verbal complements:

a. show him the painting ∼ *exhibit him the painting

b. drink himself stupid ∼ *imbibe himself stupid

c. break it off ∼ *terminate it off

Lexical decision also provide evidence for the segmentation of Latinate prefixed forms.

Ta and Forster (1975, 1976) and Ta et al. (1986) find that nonce words like *re-sert, which

appear to be composed of a prefix and a bound stem, take longer to reject that non-words

which lack apparent morphological structure, such as *refant. Bound stems also show

frequency effects independent of whole word frequency (Ta 1979, Ta and Ardasinski

2006). Finally, Emmorey (1989) and Forster and Azuma (2000) report facilitative priming,

thought to implicate morphological relatedness, between pairs like permit-submit, which

appear to share a bound stem.

4.2.2 Results

Filtering the CELEX data according to the above criteria results in a list of 6,619 simplex

words. e full set of clusters and their frequencies are listed in Appendix C. e CELEX

transcriptions of these words are then syllabified and phonologized using a procedure

described in Appendix B. In all, the sample contains 23 different medial coda and 40

different medial onsets. Of the 920 (= 21× 40) medial clusters that would result from free
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aested unaested saturation p-value
conforming 25 91 22% .106violating 4 40 9%

Table 4.1: Dorsal-labial cluster aestation in the lexical sample

combination of medial coda and medial onset, 174 (19%) are aested.

Static constraints

To account for the 81% of “possible” but unaested clusters, Pierrehumbert (1994) proposes

three static constraints on English medial clusters.

Dorsal-labial clusters Pierrehumbert (1994:173) writes that “velar obstruents occurred

only before coronals in the clusters studied, never before labials or other velars”, while

noting that absence of velar-velar clusters is due to a separate restriction on geminate

clusters (see §4.2.2). However, biliteral velar-labial clusters are found in words such as

a[k.m]e, ru[ɡ.b]y, or pi[ɡ.m]ent. Velar-labial clusters are somewhat less common than

velar-coronal clusters (e.g., ve[k.t]or), but the degree of underrepresentation is not un-

likely to occur by chance according to the Fisher exact test (Table 4.1).

Coronal obstruent codas Pierrehumbert (1994:175) claims that “clusters with a coro-

nal obstruent in the coda do not occur”, but at the same time observes exceptions like

a[nt.l]er, ke[s.tr]el and oi[nt.m]ent. In the CELEX sample (Table 4.2), coda coronal obstru-

ent clusters are not significantly less likely to occur than non-coronal obstruent clusters

(e.g., re[p.t]ile). While not shown in tabular form, the same is true if aention is restricted

to triconsonantal clusters (p = .129).

ABA clusters Pierrehumbert (1994:176) observes a “lack of clusters with identical first

and third elements”, ignoring presence or absence of voicing. Despite the fact that there
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aested unaested saturation p-value
conforming 56 304 15% .430violating 37 243 13%

Table 4.2: Coda coronal obstruent cluster aestation in the lexical sample

aested unaested saturation p-value
conforming 47 512 8% .250violating 0 25 0%

Table 4.3: ABA cluster aestation in the lexical sample

are no exceptions to this generalization, these ABA clusters are not significantly less com-

mon than any other triconsonantal and quadriconsonantal clusters (Table 4.3).

Summary ere is no statistical support for the static constraints proposed by Pierre-

humbert.

Derived constraints

In SPE, Chomsky and Halle (1968) describe three phonological processes which target me-

dial consonant clusters. As will be shown, these three processes have a profound influence

on the English cluster inventory.

Obstruent voice assimilation Voice assimilation alternations are evidenced by the non-

syllabic allomorphs of the regular past (e.g., nap[t]-nab[d]) and noun plural (e.g., lap[s]-

lab[z]), which take the voicing specification of a preceding obstruent;6 voice assimilation

is also claimed to operate across prefix and compound junctures (Davidsen-Nielsen 1974).
6Underlying /-d, -z/ are assumed here (e.g., Anderson 1973, Baković 2005:284f., Basbøll 1972, Chomsky

and Halle 1968:210, Hocke 1958:282, Pinker and Prince 1988:102, Shibatani 1972); alternative analyses are
put forth by Bloomfield (1933:210f.), Borowsky (1986:135), Hoard and Sloat (1971), Kiparsky (1985), Lightner
(1970), Luelsdorff (1969), Miner (1975), Nida (1948:426), and Zwicky (1975).
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aested unaested saturation p-value
conforming 35 329 10% .002violating 11 305 3%

Table 4.4: Obstruent voice assimilation cluster aestation in the lexical sample

(20) O V A:

[
−S

]
−→

[
= V

]
/

= V

−S


Pierrehumbert (1994) does not discuss a constraint against adjacent obstruents disagreeing

in voice. However, the vast majority of medial obstruents clusters in simplex words are

either uniformly voiced, as in hu[z.b]and, or uniformly voiceless, as in or rha[p.s]osdy

(Table 4.4). Hetero-voiced clusters, like those in a[b.s]inth and a[s.b]estos, are far rarer

than would be expected from chance.

Nasal place assimilation N P A (e.g., Borowsky 1986:65f., SPE:85,

Halle and Mohanan 1985:62) permits [ŋ] to be described as an allophone of /n/ (see §B.3),

and furthermore accounts for allomorphy in certain Latinate prefixes.

(21) im-/in- allomorphy:

a. polite i[m.p]olite

balance i[m.b]alance

b. tangible i[n.t]angible

decent i[n.d]ecent

e rule is formalized below.
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aested unaested saturation p-value
conforming 31 2 94% 3.4−07violating 11 22 33%

Table 4.5: Nasal place assimilation cluster aestation in the lexical sample

(22) N P A:

[
+N

]
−→


= L

= C

= D

 /



= L

= C

= D

−S


Virtually all clusters consisting of a nasal coda followed by a homorganic obstruent (e.g.,

pi[m.p]le, sta[n.z]a, mo[ŋ.k]ey) are aested (Table 4.5). As Pierrehumbert (1994:175) ob-

serves, heterorganic clusters, like those pli[m.s]oll or scri[m.ʃ]aw, do occur, but in this

sample they are significantly more rare.

Degemination e final alternation found in English medial clusters is the simplifica-

tion of geminates which is characteristic of “level I” morphology, and is found in the ir-

regular /-t/ past tense (e.g., bend/ben[t], build/buil[t]), in -ly deadjectival derivatives (e.g.,

norma[l]y, cf. calm[l]y), and Latinate prefix allomorphy (Borowsky 1986:102, SPE:148).

D is formalized here as a rule deleting the first of two segments agreeing on

all feature values (except for voice, possibly).
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aested unaested saturation p-value
conforming 173 643 21% 1.2−10violating 0 104 0%

Table 4.6: Degemination in the lexical sample

(23) D:

= L

= C

= D

= S

. . .


−→ ∅

/


= L

= C

= D

= S

. . .



e sample contains no sequences of identical segments, or of identical segments differing

only in voice, something highly unlikely to arise by chance (Table 4.6); D

and Stampean occultation provide a natural explanation for this gap. It is interesting to

compare the absence of geminates to the constraint against “ABA” clusters proposed by

Pierrehumbert in this regard: both are exceptionless, but only the former imposes a lexical

tendency unlikely to arise by chance.

Summary All three of the SPE rules targeting medial clusters have a robust effect in con-

straining the inventory of possible word-medial syllable clusters; possible clusters which

are surface exceptions to these three rules are much less likely to be aested than those

which conform to them.
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Computational models

Current computational models of phonotactic knowledge can “rate” possible clusters, as-

signing a numerical wellformedness score to any input. ese models can be applied to a

task of predicting which clusters are and are not aested by transforming these numerical

values into a categorical prediction of either aestation or non-aestation. is is accom-

plished here with a so-margin support vector machine (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) with

a linear kernel, which aempts to find a single optimal numerical value about which to

split aested and unaested clusters. is classifier is not intended to correspond to any

component of a cognitively plausible model of phonotactic learning: it simply represents

an upper bound for predicting the cluster inventory from positive data.

e models are scored using a “leave-one-out” scheme, in which each observation

(a cluster) is scored using a model trained on all other observations. Four metrics are

used to evaluate model fit. Accuracy represents the probability that a cluster is correctly

classified as aested or unaested. Two additional metrics break down accuracy into

constituent parts; precision represents the probability that a cluster which is predicted to

be unaested is in fact unaested, and recall is the probability that an unaested cluster is

predicted as such. It is possible to increase precision at the expense of recall, by predicting

non-aestation for a greater number of clusters, or to maximize recall at the expense

of precision by predicting all clusters to be unaested. F1, the harmonic mean of these

two measures, is a standard metric for quantifying this tradeoff; any increase in either

precision or recall will result in an increase in F1. e results are summarized in Table 4.7.

Null baseline In a classification task, the simplest baseline is one which uniformly pre-

dicts the most common outcome. Since only 19% of clusters are aested, 81% accuracy

can be achieved simply by predicting all clusters to be unaested.
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accuracy precision recall F1

Baseline 0.812 0.812 1.000 0.896
Expected frequency 0.835 0.837 0.960 0.894
Derived constraints 0.838 0.835 0.967 0.897
DC & EF 0.861 0.866 0.969 0.914
Hayes and Wilson (2008) 0.835 0.964 0.833 0.894

Table 4.7: Results for the cluster classification task

Expected frequency Pierrehumbert (1994) proposes that the well-formedness of a syl-

lable contact cluster is proportional to the product of the independent probabilities of the

coda and of the onset that make it up; this is the cluster’s expected frequency. Pierrehum-

bert reports that this is an excellent predictor of which complex clusters occur and which

do not. is model does not impose any constraints which span the syllable boundary;

rather, it is a model of which clusters might be expected to represent accidental gaps in

the sample. is produces a small but significant improvement in accuracy over the null

baseline (sign test, p = 4.5−05).

Derived constraints By hypothesis, O V A, N P A

, and D rule out a large number of possible clusters. In all, they

target 316 out of 920 possible clusters (34%) for neutralization; of these clusters, only 11

(3%) occur in the sample. Together, these three processes define a simple classifier in

which a cluster is predicted to be aested only if it would not be neutralized by one of

these processes. is results in increased precision and a small but significant improve-

ment in accuracy compared to the null baseline (sign test, p = 4.0−09).

Expected frequency and derived constraints It is possible to combine into a single clas-

sifier the intuitions of the expected frequency and derived constraint models, the former

accounting for accidental gaps and the laer for structural gaps imposed by neutralizing

phonological processes. Simultaneously accounting for both sources of cluster inventory
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gaps, this model outperforms all others in accuracy and F1.

Maximum entropy phonotactics Hayes and Wilson (2008) present a model using the

principle of maximum entropy to weigh a large number of competing phonotactic con-

straints. In one sense, this is isomorphic to the expected frequency model in that the con-

straint discovery mechanism is sensitive to the expected frequency of clusters: it favors

constraints which rule out clusters with high expected frequency (but which are unat-

tested) over those which have low expected frequency. Also like the expected frequency

model, alternations play no role and static constraints like those proposed by Pierrehum-

bert (1994) may be posited.

Since this model has numerous experimenter-defined parameters, a close replication

of Hayes andWilson’s original study is aempted: both their implementation and phono-

logical feature specifications are used here. Following Hayes and White (in press), dic-

tionary entries are syllabified using the procedure described in Appendix B, and a novel

feature [± C] is added to allow the model to distinguish coda and onset consonants.

Also, following Hayes and Wilson, constraints are limited to those spanning as many as

three segments and the suggested “accuracy schedule” is used. Since the maximum en-

tropy model produces slightly different scores on each run, the worst-performing of 10

runs is reported here, following Hayes and Wilson. is model has the poorest recall

of any model; compared to the derived constraints baseline, the constraints induced by

the maximum entropy model are narrower. is is particularly clear regarding possible

clusters with a nasal coda followed by a non-homorganic obstruent, like *[m.kl]: the vast

majority of such clusters, which would be neutralized by N P A, are

unaested, but many are erroneously assigned the highest possible score by themaximum

entropy model.
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Summary Expected frequency and derived constraints effectively account for accidental

and structural gaps in the cluster inventory. e Hayes and Wilson (2008) computational

model only provides an inferior approximation of the derived constraints.7

4.2.3 Discussion

What then is to be said of the 366 clusters which do not violate a derived constraint, but

which are yet unaested, like [b.z] or [z.n]? Insofar as the “discovery procedure” used

by linguists (e.g., Pierrehumbert) and computers (e.g., the Hayes and Wilson model) are

based on principled phonological primitives, yet fail to find meaningful gaps, the absence

of these clusters appears to be phonologically arbitrary. It appears that further gaps in the

cluster inventory cannot be described in phonological, structural terms. e remainder

of this chapter is concerned with the nature of these gaps.

e probability of accidental gaps

Good (1953) proposes a method for estimating the probability of accidental gaps in a sam-

ple distribution. is takes the form of an estimate of p0, the probability of outcomes with

have zero frequency in the sample.

p0 =
n1
N

In prose, the value of p0 is the ratio of clusters that occur exactly once in the sample (n1)

to the size of the sample (N). In the data here, n1 = 67 and there are 997 clusters in all, so

were it possible to extend the lexical sample, there is an approximately 7% chance that the

next cluster would “fill in” what is now a gap. is alone indicates the non-trivial amount
7McGowan (in press) claims that the frequency of individual syllable contact clusters in English is pro-

portional to the change of sonority over the syllable boundary. However, McGowan reports that the change
in sonority in fact accounts for only a small portion of the variance in cluster frequency. A pilot study
showed that sonority change was not useful as a predictor of cluster aestation.
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of “missingness” and the high likelihood of accidental gaps in such a sample.

Simulating medial clusters

It can be shown that the large number of possible-but-unaested clusters is a logical ne-

cessity given the sparse distribution of codas and onsets. e rank and type frequency

(i.e., frequency in the lexicon) of medial codas and onsets in the lexical sample described

below are displayed in log-log space in Figure 4.1. Both codas and onsets show a linear

relationship between log rank and log frequency characteristic of Zipfian distributions

(see Appendix D). As a result, an enormous lexical sample would be needed to realize all

clusters predicted by the medial cluster law, even if there were no constraints on the com-

bination of medial codas and onsets in English. To illustrate this fact, a simulation is used

to create new “samples” of the same size as the lexical sample used here. e following

procedure is repeated so as to generate new “observations” for the simulated sample.

(24) Simulation procedure:

a. Sample a medial coda according to the observed probabilities

b. Sample a medial onset according to the observed probabilities

c. Apply the SPE rules to the cluster formed by their concatenation

is procedure corresponds to the assumption that the medial cluster law the derived

constraints impose the only structural restrictions on the cluster inventory. Cluster fre-

quencies in one simulated sample are shown in Figure 4.2; points represent simulated

frequencies and the line actual cluster frequencies. As can be seen, the observed and sim-

ulated frequencies are quite similar (i.e., R2 = 0.712; p = 4.5−05). To summarize, the

sparse cluster inventory, which Pierrehumbert takes as evidence for static constraints on

syllable contact clusters, would result even if said static constraints do not exist.
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Figure 4.1: Medial coda and medial onset type frequencies in the lexical sample show
a Zipfian distribution; frequencies have been smoothed using the Zr transform (see Ap-
pendix D)

4.3 Conclusions

e foregoing results suggest that the only structural constraints on English syllable con-

tact are derived from the phonological system: this study finds no evidence for static

constraints. e many other unaested clusters can only be understood as accidental

gaps which are a consequence of the finite nature of the English lexicon.
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Figure 4.2: A simulated cluster inventory closely matches the observed cluster frequencies
(represented by the line); frequencies have been smoothed using the Zr transform (see
Appendix D)
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary of dissertation and future directions

5.1.1 Chapter 1

Chapter 1 began with the claim that phonotactic theorists have not been sufficiently ex-

plicit about what they take as evidence for phonotactic knowledge. A core challenge in

phonotactic theory is to determine which of the countless competing generalizations are

internalized by speakers. Wordlikeness judgements, production and recognition experi-

ments, loanword adaptation, alternative phonologies, and lexical statistics all are potential

sources of phonotactic evidence, though there are important caveats associated with each

source of evidence.

Some questions remain open regarding the relationship between loanword adaptation

and phonotactic generalizations. A crucial question is what determineswhich phonotactic

generalizations will be implicated in loanword adaptation. As indicated in the chapter, a

naïve hypothesis that those generalizations which are phonologically “derived” cannot be

maintained in light of evidence put forth by Peperkamp (2005). On the other hand, the

model of loanword adaptation advocated by Peperkamp is has lile to say regarding how
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phonotactic knowledge and how it might influence non-native speech perception.

Shibatani’s classic argument for the insufficiency of morpheme structure constraints

was then presented. It was suggested that much of the distinction between sequence struc-

ture constraints and phonological processes is moot in light of Stampean occultation. Other

sequence structure constraintsmay be identifiedwith language-specific restrictions on the

prosodic inventory. It therefore remains to be seen whether there are “static” constraints:

those which are neither derived by phonological process or phonotactic parsing. Accord-

ing to one hypothesis, static constraints are inferred from statistical trends in the lexicon;

this account makes predictions about gradient grammaticality and the independence of

phonology and phonotactics which are taken up in in Chapters 2 and 3. Another account

identifies phonotactic knowledge with inviolate markedness constraints and is considered

in Chapter 4.

Finally, it was argued that whatever the merits of these accounts of static constraints,

there is also some potential value to the null hypothesis that static constraints do not

exist at all: such a principle would allow for a resolution of certain intransigent debates

in phonology, such as the proper analysis of the Sanskrit “diaspirates”. Other cases of

this type, where one analysis derives a phonotactic constraint and another makes no such

prediction, surely could be adduced and investigated experimentally.

5.1.2 Chapter 2

Chapter 2 is concerned with the claim that phonotactic wellformedness is not an “all-or-

nothing” affair. is claim is first placed in a historical context. en, three arguments are

presented for a priori skepticism regarding the claims of gradience in wordlikeness judge-

ments. First, a model of gradient grammatical judgements seems to require extraordinary

abilities for which there is lile evidence, whereas reporting categorical judgements calls

only on well-established capacities. Secondly, intermediate ratings in wordlikeness tasks,
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long taken as evidence for gradient models, are in fact present in any rating task which

permits intermediate ratings, even when this is nonsensical. Finally, there have been no

serious aempts to compare current gradient models to simple categorical baselines.

e second half of this chapter is concernedwith providing an evaluationwhich imple-

ments this comparison. A simple categorical baseline, as well as another baseline model

measuring similarity to existing items, reliably outperform state-of-the-art models of gra-

dient wellformedness. Once the categorical baseline effect is controlled for, gradient mod-

els are largely uncorrelated with the ratings. It is concluded that there is no evidence that

intermediate ratings in wordlikeness tasks are the result of gradient grammaticality.

is chapter suggests many directions for further research. First, it throws down a

gauntlet to computational modelers who are proponents of gradient grammaticality, and

the evaluation therein must be kept up to date when the challenge is answered. Fur-

thermore, the categorical baseline presented in this model is intentionally quite primitive,

and some of the proposed improvements discussed in the chapter are worthy of imple-

mentation and evaluation. e evaluation in this chapter is based on a small amount of

published wordlikeness data. It should be clear that the quality and quantity of this data

is quite limited, but that it can be cheaply gathered. On analogy with undertakings like

the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al. 2007), a publicly available database of lexical

decision latencies, a carefully designed “English Wordlikeness Project” would be of great

value to other phonotactic theorists, and would provide useful norming data for many

other psycholinguistic tasks.

5.1.3 Chapter 3

e lexical/statistical model of phonotactic knowledge is the subject of Chapter 3. While it

has long been speculated that statistical criteria could be used to determine which phono-

tactic generalizations are internalized and which are ignored, it is argued that lexical
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statistics are neither necessary nor sufficient to determine this fact. On the contrary; there

are many static phonotactic constraints which are statistically reliable but synchronically

inert: case studies include Latin rhotacism and restrictions on the English vowel system.

A longer case study considers constraints on Turkish vowels. A host of evidence, phono-

logical, statistical, and “external”, suggests that vowel harmony is active throughout the

language, despite a significant amount of lexical exceptions. Considerably less clear is the

status of the static constraint known as L A; at best, it counteracts the

effect of harmony.

Future work should further consider instances of “statistically reliable/synchronically

inert” restrictions. Two obvious targets would beMid-Atlantic short a and Turkish L

A, which would benefit from further careful psycholinguistic investigation.

5.1.4 Chapter 4

Chapter 4 begins with the observation that many phonotactic constraints can be described

with reference to prosodic primitives, and that this is in fact consistent with Stampean oc-

cultation. Pierrehumbert, however, has argued that not all constraints on English syllable

contact clusters can be aributed to prosodic restrictions, and that various static con-

straints are necessary. However, Pierrehumbert’s study suffers from several methodolog-

ical flaws. Principle among them is the failure to distinguish between derived and static

constraints. A restudy shows that the former impose robust restrictions on the English

syllable contact cluster inventory, whereas the static constraints proposed by Pierrehum-

bert lack statistical validity.

Many of the clusters which appear to be prosodically well-formed are not aested,

but state-of-the-art computational models are not able to detect any systematicity in the

paerns of missingness. Consequently, it is argued that many unaested clusters must be

viewed as accidental gaps, and that such is to be expected given the statistical properties
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of distributions of codas and onsets that make up medial clusters.

Further psycholinguistic research could be used to further evaluate the claim made

in this chapter, that many unaested syllable contact clusters are accidental gaps. e

analysis could profitably be extended to medial clusters in other languages.

5.2 A note on aritectural matters

A major finding of this dissertation is that the “lexical/statistical” theory of phonotactics

is not sufficiently in evidence. Consequently, it is premature to assume the existence of a

grammatical module which performs the task of computing phonotactic wellformedness.

e alternative argued for here is that phonotactic knowledge is derived from famil-

iar components of the (“narrow”) phonological grammar: phonological processes and

prosodic structures like syllables, feet, etc. ese too must be compiled into a module

capable of recognizing “possible” and “impossible’ words, and work will need to be done

to clarify how this is accomplished. But, unlike the “lexical/statistical” theory, this knowl-

edge comes online only in response to phonological acquisition. As will be shown in what

remains, this is in fact the view from research into phonological development.

5.3 Acquisition of phonotactic knowledge

As a sort of final summary of the theories under evaluation in this dissertation, consider

the evidence provided by the order in which phonotactic, phonological, and lexical knowl-

edge is acquired. Hayes (2004) argues that phonotactic learning occurs before lexical or

phonological acquisition, and it therefore must be independent of other types of gram-

matical knowledge.

At 9 months of age, several studies imply that typically-developing infants have in-
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ternalized language-specific preferences for native language phonotactics (Friederici and

Wessels 1993, Jusczyk et al. 1994). A particularly telling study is performed by Jusczyk

et al. (1993), who find that Dutch and English infants prefer to listen to lists of (likely

unfamiliar) words in their native languages over those in English or Dutch, respectively.

Crucially, these studies do not find the same preferences at earlier ages. Keeping in mind

the usual caveats about a strong interpretation of negative results, this actually suggests

that phonotactic acquisition occurs relatively late.

Some non-trivial amount of lexical learning occurs at an earlier age, for instance.

Typically-developing infants know their names and the names of their caretakers as early

as 4 months of age (Bortfeld et al. 2005, Mandel et al. 1995, Tincoff and Jusczyk 1999). As

early as 6 months of age, infants know the visual referents of familiar words presented

aurally (Bergelson and Swingley 2012). At 7.5 months, phonological representations are

sufficiently detailed to allow infants to discriminate between words like cup and mispro-

nunciations like *tup (Jusczyk and Aslin 1995). By 8 months, infants are able to locate

both familiar and novel words in continuous speech (Jusczyk and Hohne 1997, Seidl and

Johnson 2006). It is approximately at this time that the ability to discriminate non-native

phonetic contrasts for vowels and consonants begins to decline (Best 1994, Polka and

Werker 1994, Werker et al. 1981, Werker and Tees 1984, Werker and Lalonde 1988).

While very few studies have investigated young infants’ knowledge of phonological

alternations, this is the subject of a fascinating study by White et al. (2008). Simplifying

somewhat, the experimenters expose 8.5-month-old infants to an artificial language in

which fricative voicing is contrastive, but voiced and voiceless variants of plosives are

in complementary distribution, appearing only aer vowels (na-bevi) and aer voiceless

consonants (rot-pevi), respectively. Aer familiarization, infants prefer to listen to nonce

words preserving this complementary distribution of stops over nonce words which dis-

rupt this distribution (e.g., na-poli, rot-boli), suggesting that the infants have extracted an
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allophonic generalization concerning plosive voicing. is too occurs before the earliest

evidence for a more traditional type of phonotactic learning.

It is not until much later that phonotactic knowledge can be investigated using pro-

ductive language skills; the seminal study by Smith (1973), for instance, begins when the

target child, Amahl, is more than 2 years of age. Given the familiar asymmetry between

comprehension and production (the former leading), it seems unlikely that much can be

learned about the chronology of acquisition from this “lagging indicator”.

While there are many gaps in current understanding which merit future research,

there is no reason to think that phonotactic knowledge is acquired before a considerable

amount of lexical acquisition has occurred, or before children are capable of extracting

phonological alternations and applying them to novel words. is observation that in-

fants’ phonotactic knowledge comes online only aer highly specific phonological en-

tries, subsyllabic representations, and alternation learning are available, is precisely what

is predicted by the null hypothesis that phonotactic knowledge is derived from phonolog-

ical processes and prosodic restrictions.
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Appendix A

English wordlikeness ratings

A.1 Albright (2007)

lexical −log p −log p gross rating
density (bigram) (MaxEnt) status (7-point)

P L IY1 N 13 13.585 0.000 valid 5.32
B L AA1 D 13 17.609 0.000 valid 5.13
P L IY1 K 11 14.200 0.000 valid 5.06
P L EY1 K 14 15.576 0.000 valid 4.94
P R AH1 N JH 3 16.546 0.000 valid 4.94
B L UW1 T 14 15.692 0.000 valid 4.84
P L IH1 M 5 15.126 0.000 valid 4.71
B L EH1 M P 1 19.447 0.000 valid 4.69
B L AH1 S 14 13.806 0.000 valid 4.67
B L AE1 D 15 16.259 0.000 valid 4.65
B L IH1 G 4 16.347 0.000 valid 4.58
P R EH1 S P 4 17.214 0.000 invalid 4.50
B R EH1 N TH 4 21.255 0.000 valid 4.11
P R AH1 P T 4 18.487 0.000 valid 4.07
B R EH1 L TH 2 23.014 0.000 valid 3.14
P W IH1 S T 4 21.499 0.000 valid 2.94
B W AH1 D 2 20.596 0.000 valid 2.94
B W AA1 D 3 21.329 0.000 valid 2.94
P W AE1 D 2 24.103 0.000 valid 2.89
P W AH1 S 4 20.684 0.000 valid 2.61
P W EH1 T 6 20.998 0.000 valid 2.53
P T IY1 N 4 15.440 6.762 invalid 2.44
B W AE1 D 2 23.365 0.000 valid 2.41
B N IY1 N 2 21.180 7.296 invalid 2.39
P W AH1 D Z 0 25.210 0.000 valid 2.17
P N IY1 N 2 21.181 6.019 invalid 2.16
B N AH1 S 6 19.732 7.296 invalid 2.06
P N EH1 P 2 23.587 6.019 invalid 2.00
B N AA1 D 2 24.066 7.296 invalid 2.00
B Z IY1 N 1 16.896 19.097 invalid 2.00
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P T AH1 S 3 14.169 6.762 invalid 1.94
P T EH1 P 3 17.228 6.762 invalid 1.86
B Z AH1 S 2 15.237 19.097 invalid 1.81
P N IY1 K 2 21.796 6.019 invalid 1.76
B D IY1 K 2 18.773 13.131 invalid 1.72
B D UW1 T 3 19.781 13.131 invalid 1.71
B D AH1 S 4 17.041 13.131 invalid 1.71
P T AE1 D 3 17.622 6.762 invalid 1.67
B Z AA1 D 1 20.151 19.097 invalid 1.63
B Z AY1 K 1 19.118 19.097 invalid 1.28

A.2 Albright and Hayes (2003), norming study

lexical −log p −log p gross rating
density (bigram) (MaxEnt) status (7-point)

S L EY1 M 15 17.469 0.000 valid 5.84
W IH1 S 34 11.208 0.000 valid 5.84
P IH1 N T 26 13.046 0.000 valid 5.67
P AE1 NG K 18 13.723 0.000 valid 5.63

S T IH1 P 18 12.599 0.000 valid 5.53
M IH1 P 33 12.345 0.000 valid 5.47

S T AY1 R 11 15.118 0.000 valid 5.47
M ER1 N 34 12.872 0.000 valid 5.42

P L EY1 K 14 15.576 0.000 valid 5.39
S N EH1 L 10 18.582 0.000 valid 5.32
S T IH1 N 18 10.899 0.000 valid 5.28

R AE1 S K 11 15.544 0.000 valid 5.21
T R IH1 S K 5 17.980 0.000 valid 5.21
S P AE1 K 17 14.205 0.000 valid 5.16

D EY1 P 22 14.193 0.000 valid 5.11
G EH1 R 25 13.044 0.000 valid 5.11

G L IH1 T 14 16.830 0.000 valid 5.11
S K EH1 L 16 16.356 0.000 valid 5.11
SH ER1 N 23 15.913 0.000 valid 5.11
T AA1 R K 18 17.702 0.000 valid 5.11

CH EY1 K 28 15.023 0.000 valid 5.05
G L IY1 D 14 16.118 0.000 valid 5.05
G R AY1 N T 4 17.626 0.000 valid 5.00
P R IY1 K 11 13.396 0.000 valid 5.00
SH IH1 L K 8 21.270 0.000 valid 4.89
D AY1 Z 39 12.730 0.000 valid 4.84
N EY1 S 23 14.952 0.000 valid 4.84
T AH1 NG K 18 15.046 0.000 valid 4.84

S K W IH1 L 6 18.210 0.000 valid 4.83
L AH1 M 35 11.569 0.000 valid 4.79
P AH1 M 30 11.121 0.000 valid 4.79

S P L IH1 NG 14 15.573 0.000 valid 4.72
G R EH1 L 3 14.624 0.000 valid 4.63

T EH1 SH 12 14.517 0.000 valid 4.63
T IY1 P 32 12.980 0.000 valid 4.63
B AY1 Z 35 12.821 0.000 valid 4.58

G L IH1 P 11 17.377 0.000 valid 4.53
CH AY1 N D 18 17.747 0.000 valid 4.37

P L IH1 M 5 15.126 0.000 valid 4.37
G UW1 D 29 15.448 0.000 valid 4.32
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B L EY1 F 6 19.485 0.000 valid 4.21
G EH1 Z 17 16.466 0.000 valid 4.21

D R IH1 T 8 15.563 0.000 valid 4.16
F L IY1 P 10 15.292 0.000 valid 4.16

Z EY1 23 15.208 0.000 valid 4.16
S K R AY1 D 5 18.722 0.000 valid 4.11

K IH1 V 16 12.591 0.000 valid 4.05
F L EH1 T 17 16.490 0.000 valid 4.00

N OW1 L D 19 19.101 0.000 valid 4.00
S K IH1 K 13 14.628 0.000 valid 4.00
B R EH1 JH 7 17.318 0.000 valid 3.95
K W IY1 D 10 16.039 0.000 valid 3.95
S K OY1 L 9 19.350 0.000 valid 3.89
D R AY1 S 12 17.758 0.000 valid 3.84
F L IH1 JH 8 17.312 0.000 valid 3.79
B L IH1 G 4 16.347 0.000 valid 3.53

Z EY1 P S 7 24.825 0.000 valid 3.47
CH UW1 L 17 14.492 0.000 valid 3.42
SH AY1 N T 8 18.503 0.000 valid 3.42

SH R UH1 K S 5 26.733 0.000 valid 3.32
G W EH1 N JH 0 22.722 0.000 valid 3.32

N AH1 NG 19 15.754 0.000 valid 3.28
S K W AA1 L K 1 25.752 0.000 invalid 3.26

T W UW1 5 17.918 0.000 valid 3.17
S M AH1 M 8 14.940 0.000 valid 3.05
S N OY1 K S 4 32.283 4.136 invalid 3.00
S F UW1 N D 1 23.241 3.507 valid 2.94
P W IH1 P 4 20.928 0.000 valid 2.89

R AY1 N T 8 14.412 0.000 valid 2.89
S K L UW1 N D 0 22.661 0.000 invalid 2.83

S M IY1 R G 0 27.601 0.000 invalid 2.79
F R IH1 L G 3 24.299 0.000 invalid 2.68

SH W UW1 JH 0 28.270 0.000 invalid 2.68
TH R OY1 K S 0 32.485 4.136 invalid 2.68
T R IH1 L B 4 22.097 0.000 invalid 2.63
K R IH1 L G 1 23.719 0.000 invalid 2.58
S M EH1 R G 0 22.473 0.000 invalid 2.58

TH W IY1 K S 2 23.984 0.000 invalid 2.53
S M EH1 R F 0 23.136 0.000 invalid 2.47
S M IY1 L TH 0 26.377 0.000 invalid 2.47
P L OW1 M F 0 23.336 0.000 invalid 2.42
P L OW1 N TH 0 22.805 0.000 invalid 2.26
TH EY1 P T 4 23.380 0.000 valid 2.26

S M IY1 N TH 0 25.043 0.000 valid 2.06
S P R AA1 R F 0 24.031 0.000 valid 2.05

P W AH1 JH 0 23.205 0.000 valid 1.74

A.3 Soles (1966), experiment 5

lexical −log p −log p gross rating
density (bigram) (MaxEnt) status (binary)

G R AH1 N 18 11.799 0.000 valid 33
K R AH1 N 21 11.597 0.000 valid 33
S T IH1 N 18 10.899 0.000 valid 33
S M AE1 T 13 16.654 0.000 valid 32
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P R AH1 N 11 10.845 0.000 valid 32
S L ER1 K 12 17.846 0.000 valid 31
F L ER1 K 11 17.456 0.000 valid 31
B L AH1 NG 8 17.156 0.000 valid 31
D R AH1 NG 7 17.753 0.000 valid 31
T R AH1 N 12 11.975 0.000 valid 31
F R AH1 N 12 12.177 0.000 valid 29
S P EY1 L 16 15.851 0.000 valid 29
S N EH1 T 7 19.384 0.000 valid 28
P L AH1 NG 11 16.960 0.000 valid 28

SH R AH1 K 8 19.734 0.000 valid 27
G L AH1 NG 9 18.990 0.000 valid 27
M R AH1 NG 1 22.888 3.365 invalid 27
SH L ER1 K 4 23.711 0.000 invalid 22
S K IY1 P 15 16.845 0.000 valid 20
V R AH1 N 4 17.087 0.000 invalid 19
S R AH1 N 9 16.626 0.000 invalid 14
V L ER1 K 2 21.777 0.000 invalid 14
M L AH1 NG 4 21.300 10.164 invalid 13
SH T IH1 N 3 17.106 0.000 invalid 13
F P EY1 L 4 24.250 3.685 invalid 13

ZH R AH1 N 4 28.305 4.042 invalid 11
F SH IH1 P 2 22.640 10.198 invalid 11

SH N EH1 T 2 24.044 0.000 valid 10
F T IH1 N 2 14.767 3.685 invalid 10
Z R AH1 N 5 21.556 4.042 invalid 8
N R AH1 N 5 18.588 3.365 invalid 8

SH M AE1 T 1 20.389 0.000 valid 7
S F IY1 D 7 18.656 3.701 valid 7
Z L ER1 K 2 24.578 5.678 invalid 6
Z T IH1 N 1 23.600 5.678 invalid 6
F S EH1 T 4 19.079 10.198 invalid 6
V Z IH1 P 1 17.401 19.601 invalid 6
V Z AH1 T 1 15.806 19.601 invalid 6

ZH L ER1 K 2 33.442 5.678 invalid 5
SH F IY1 D 1 23.258 3.701 invalid 5
Z N AE1 T 1 25.541 5.678 invalid 4
F N EH1 T 2 23.969 3.315 invalid 3
F K IY1 P 1 23.905 3.685 invalid 3
V T IH1 N 2 22.639 3.685 invalid 3
Z V IY1 L 2 26.018 15.023 invalid 3
Z M AE1 T 1 21.983 5.678 invalid 2

ZH M AE1 T 1 26.800 5.678 invalid 2
F M AE1 T 4 21.800 3.315 invalid 2

SH P EY1 L 2 26.172 0.000 invalid 2
V M AE1 T 2 20.388 3.315 invalid 1
V N EH1 T 2 24.017 3.315 invalid 1

SH K IY1 P 2 26.976 0.000 invalid 1
Z P EY1 L 1 25.421 5.678 invalid 1

ZH P EY1 L 1 32.906 5.678 invalid 1
ZH T IH1 N 1 29.763 5.678 invalid 1
ZH K IY1 P 1 33.710 5.678 invalid 1
ZH N EH1 T 1 33.775 5.678 invalid 0
Z K IY1 P 1 27.547 5.678 invalid 0
V P EY1 L 2 25.782 3.685 invalid 0
V K IY1 P 1 26.586 3.685 invalid 0

ZH V IY1 L 1 32.181 15.023 invalid 0
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Appendix B

English syllabification

For every entry in the CELEX database, there is a corresponding broad syllabified tran-

scription of the word in a Received Pronunciation accent. is appendix describes an au-

tomated procedure used to process these transcripts and to separate medial clusters from

their flanking nuclei, parsing the resulting sequences into coda and onset, and reversing

allophonic processes targeting medial clusters.

While the segmental content of these transcriptions is precise, the CELEX syllabifi-

cations are unsystematic. Given the absence of contrastive syllabification in English (if

not all languages: see Blevins 1995:221, Elfner 2006), any sequence of a medial conso-

nant cluster and its flanking nuclei should receive the same syllabification in all words

in which it occurs. is is not always the case with the CELEX transcriptions, however.

For instance, the sequence [ɪstɹɪ] receives a different parse in chemistry [ˈkɛ.mɪ.stɹɪ] and

ministry [ˈmɪ.nɪs.tɹɪ].1 Consequently, these syllabifications are not used here.
1Note that word-final y is usually lax in Received Pronunciation (Wells 1982:II.294).
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B.1 Ambiguous segments

e syllabification procedure begins by separating sequences of vocalic and consonantal

segments. In English, r and onglides paern with consonants or with vowels depending

on the context inwhich they occur. e heuristic adopted here is that ambiguous segments

which impose restrictions on adjacent vowels are themselves vocalic, and those which

impose restrictions on adjacent consonants are consonantal.

Initially, between two vowels, or finally, r is consonantal. Before another consonant,

however, r has been lost in Received Pronunciation. Even in r-ful dialects, though, post-

vocalic non-onset r paerns with vowels, not coda consonants. Before non-onset r many

vowel contrasts are suspended (e.g., Fudge 1969:269f., Harris 1994:255): compare Amer-

ican English fern/fir/fur to pet/pit/pu. In this position, r is the only consonant which

permits variable gloalization of a following /t/ in r-ful British dialects (Harris 1994:258),

and the only consonant which does not trigger variable deletion of a following word-final

/t, d/ in American dialects (Guy 1980:8). is is shown in (25–26) below.

(25) /t/-G in r-ful British dialects:

a. des[ɚt] ∼ des[ɚʔ]
c[ɚt]ain ∼ c[ɚʔ]ain

b. fi[st] ∼ *fi[sʔ]
mi[st]er ∼ *mi[sʔ]er

(26) /t, d/-D in American English:

a. be[lt] ∼ be[l]
me[nd] ∼ me[n]

b. sk[ɚt] ∼ *sk[ɚ]
th[ɚd] ∼ *th[ɚ]

Following Pierrehumbert (1994), pre-consonantal r is assigned to the preceding nucleus.

e front onglide is assigned to onset position when initial or preceded by a single
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consonant, as in [j]arn or ju[n.j]or. When the glide is preceded by two ormore consonants,

it is assigned to the nucleus. ere is considerable evidence in support of this assumption.

When [j] is assigned to the onset, it may be followed by any vowel (Borowsky 1986:276),

but when it is nuclear, the following vowel is always [u], suggesting a nuclear affiliation

(Harris 1994:61f., Hayes 1980:232). Clements and Keyser (1983:42) note that [j] is the only

consonant which can follow onset /m/ and /v/: [mj]use, [vj]iew. Finally, [ju] sequences

in words such as spew behave as a unit in language games (Davis and Hammond 1995,

Nevins and Vaux 2003) and speech errors (Shauck-Hufnagel 1986:130).2

e phonotactic properties of the back onglide [w] are quite different than those of

the front onglide, and it is consequently assigned to the onset portion of medial clusters.

Whereas [j] shows only limited selectivity for preceding tautosyllabic consonants (Kaye

1996), [w] only rarely occurs aer onset consonants other than [k] (e.g., tran[kw]il), and

never aer tautosyllabic labials in the native vocabulary. Whereas [kj] is always followed

by [u], [kw] may precede nearly any vowel (Davis and Hammond 1995:161).

B.2 Parsing medial consonant clusters

Medial consonant clusters are segmented into coda and onset using a heuristic version

of the principle of onset maximization (e.g., Kahn 1976:42f., Kuryłowicz 1948, Pulgram

1970:75, Selkirk 1982:358f.) which favors parses of word-medial clusters in which as much

of the cluster as possible is assigned to the onset. Amedial onset is defined to be “possible”

simply if it occurs word-initially (according to the rules defined above). As an example, the

medial clusters in words such as neu[.tɹ]on or bi[.stɹ]o also occur in word-initial position

(e.g., [tɹ]ain, [stɹ]ike), so the entire cluster is assigned ot the onset. In contrast, the cluster
2e glide is also assumed to be present in underlying representation (e.g., Anderson 1988, Borowsky

1986:278) rather than inserted by rule (e.g., SPE:196, Halle and Mohanan 1985:89, McMahon 1990:217) since
presence or absense of the glide is contrastive (e.g., booty/beauty, coot/cute).
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inmi[n.stɹ]el is not foundword-initially; themaximal onset here is [stɹ] and the remaining

[n] is assigned to the preceding coda.

In English, when a medial consonant cluster is preceded by a stressed lax vowel, as

wh[ɪs.p]er, v[ɛs.t]ige, or m[ʌs.k]et, the first consonant of the cluster checks the lax vowel

(Hammond 1997:3, Treiman and Zukowski 1990). As Harris (1994:55) notes, however,

when the medial cluster is also a valid onset, as in whi[s.p]er, ve[s.ti]ge, and mu[s.k]et,

onset maximization will incorrectly assign the entire cluster to the onset and leave the lax

vowel unchecked. For this reason, onset maximization parses are modified to assign the

first consonant of a complex medial consonant cluster to the coda before a stressed lax

vowel (Pulgram 1970:48).

B.3 Phonologization

Following Pierrehumbert (1994), the traditional analysis of affricates as single segment

(e.g., SPE:321f., Jakobson et al. 1961:24) rather than sequences of a stop and fricative (e.g.,

Hualde 1988, Lombardi 1990) is adopted here. In many languages, affricates paern with

simple onsets; for instance, Classical Nahua bans true onset clusters but permits the af-

fricate series [ts, tʃ, tɬ] (Launey 2011:9). Other languages, such as Polish, distinguish af-

fricates and stop-fricative sequences (Brooks 1965), providing further evidence that “true”

affricates are represented as single segments (or single timing units), and in contrast with

stop-fricative clusters (Clements and Keyser 1983:34f.).

In English, [ŋ] has been analyzed as a pure allophone of /n/ before underlying /k,

ɡ/ (with later deletion of /ɡ/ in some contexts; Borowsky 1986:65f., SPE:85, Halle and Mo-

hanan 1985:62), or as a phoneme in its own right (e.g., Jusczyk et al. 2002, Sapir 1925). On-

set [ŋ] is totally absent in onset position, where it cannot be followed by a /k, ɡ/ needed

to derive the velar allophone, a fact predicted only by the former account, and English
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speakers have considerable difficulty producing initial [ŋ] (Rusaw and Cole 2009). Fol-

lowing Pierrehumbert (1994), the allophonic analysis is assumed here. When followed by

/k, ɡ/, [ŋ] is mapped to /n/. When not followed by a velar stop (i.e., finally), [ŋ] is analyzed

as underlying /nɡ/.
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Appendix C

English syllable contact clusters

cluster coda onset −log p rule
cluster frequency frequency frequency (MaxEnt) exceptions
N . D 79 365 88 0.000
N . T 69 365 150 0.000
M . P 60 161 73 0.000
M . B 53 161 65 0.000
N . G 44 365 48 0.000
S . T 37 87 150 0.000
K . S 34 94 92 0.000
N . S 33 365 92 0.000
N . K 30 365 63 0.000
N . Y 23 365 98 0.000
S . K 18 87 63 0.000
K . T 17 94 150 0.000
L . Y 16 96 98 0.000
K . Y 14 94 98 0.000
N . V 12 365 18 0.000 NPA
L . K 11 96 63 0.000
L . T 11 96 150 0.000
N . JH 11 365 16 0.000
M . Y 9 161 98 0.000
G . M 9 29 36 0.000
T . S 9 34 92 0.000
S . P 9 87 73 0.000
T . R 8 34 32 0.000
N . D R 8 365 10 0.000
N . T R 8 365 19 0.000
S . T R 8 87 19 0.000
K . N 7 94 28 0.000
Z . M 7 18 36 0.000
T . Y 7 34 98 0.000
L . M 7 96 36 0.000
N . Z 7 365 13 0.000
N . F 7 365 20 0.000 NPA
M . B R 6 161 6 0.000
Z . L 6 18 28 0.000
G . N 6 29 28 0.000
L . B 6 96 65 0.000
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L . D 6 96 88 0.000
L . S 6 96 92 0.000
G . Y 5 29 98 0.000
P . Y 5 21 98 0.000
L . V 5 96 18 0.000
L . F 5 96 20 0.000
B . Y 5 14 98 0.000
F . R 5 15 32 0.000
K . R 4 94 32 0.000
M . Z 4 161 13 0.000 NPA
M . F 4 161 20 0.000
P . T 4 21 150 0.000
N . K W 4 365 5 0.000
D . L 4 14 28 0.000
F . T 4 15 150 0.000
S . Y 4 87 98 0.000
K . S T 3 94 10 0.000
K . SH 3 94 7 0.000
M . L 3 161 28 0.000
M . P R 3 161 5 0.000
M . P L 3 161 3 0.000
M . N 3 161 28 0.000
M . S 3 161 92 0.000 NPA
G . L 3 29 28 0.000
P . R 3 21 32 0.000
P . S 3 21 92 0.000
T . L 3 34 28 0.000
V . R 3 6 32 0.000

N K . T 3 3 150 0.000
L . G 3 96 48 0.000
L . P 3 96 73 0.000
N . F R 3 365 5 0.000 NPA
N . K R 3 365 4 0.000
N . S T 3 365 10 0.000
N . TH 3 365 5 2.831
D . N 3 14 28 0.000
F . Y 3 15 98 0.000
S . M 3 87 36 0.000
K . W 2 94 8 0.000
K . M 2 94 36 0.000
K . L 2 94 28 0.000
K . D 2 94 88 3.007 VA
Z . Y 2 18 98 0.000
Z . B 2 18 65 3.193

M P . T 2 4 150 0.000
G . Z 2 29 13 3.193
G . R 2 29 32 0.000
P . N 2 21 28 0.000
T . N 2 34 28 0.000
T . F 2 34 20 2.298
V . Y 2 6 98 0.000
L . W 2 96 8 0.000
L . JH 2 96 16 0.000
L . S T 2 96 10 0.000
L . N 2 96 28 2.113
L . T R 2 96 19 0.000
N . CH 2 365 3 0.000
N . S T R 2 365 3 0.000
N . G W 2 365 2 0.000
N . HH 2 365 3 2.368
N . G R 2 365 3 0.000
N . K L 2 365 2 0.000
N . SH 2 365 7 0.000
B . L 2 14 28 0.000
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B . R 2 14 32 0.000
B . JH 2 14 16 3.193
B . S 2 14 92 3.193 VA
D . M 2 14 36 0.000
D . Y 2 14 98 0.000
S . F 2 87 20 2.214
K . S W 1 94 1 0.000
K . S T R 1 94 3 0.000
K . B 1 94 65 3.007 VA
K . T R 1 94 19 0.000
M . D R 1 161 10 0.000 NPA
M . K 1 161 63 0.000 NPA
M . F R 1 161 5 0.000
M . K W 1 161 5 0.000 NPA
M . R 1 161 32 0.000
M . T 1 161 150 0.000 NPA
M . B L 1 161 1 0.000
M . SH 1 161 7 2.250 NPA
M . F L 1 161 1 0.000
M . D 1 161 88 0.000 NPA
Z . JH 1 18 16 3.193

N G . HH 1 5 3 5.561 VA
N G . R 1 5 32 0.000
N G . T 1 5 150 3.193 VA
N G . S T 1 5 10 3.193 VA
N G . S 1 5 92 3.193 VA
M P . K 1 4 63 0.000
M P . S 1 4 92 0.000

G . W 1 29 8 0.000
G . B 1 29 65 3.193
P . K 1 21 63 0.000
P . M 1 21 36 3.112
P . L 1 21 28 0.000
P . S T 1 21 10 0.000
T . W 1 34 8 1.998
T . K 1 34 63 0.000
T . M 1 34 36 0.000

N S . K R 1 1 4 0.000
V . L 1 6 28 0.000

N CH . B 1 1 65 5.841 VA
L . CH 1 96 3 0.000
L . D R 1 96 10 0.000
L . F R 1 96 5 0.000
L . R 1 96 32 2.113
L . G R 1 96 3 0.000
L . P R 1 96 5 0.000
L . SH 1 96 7 0.000

SH . M 1 3 36 2.835
SH . R 1 3 32 2.835
SH . T 1 3 150 2.835
N . S L 1 365 1 0.000
N . L 1 365 28 2.113
N . S K 1 365 1 0.000
N . TH R 1 365 1 2.831

TH . M 1 3 36 2.831
TH . L 1 3 28 2.831
TH . Y 1 3 98 2.831

N T . M 1 1 36 0.000
B . N 1 14 28 0.000
D . P 1 14 73 3.193 VA
D . R 1 14 32 0.000
D . V 1 14 18 3.193

DH . M 1 1 36 2.831
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D Z . W 1 1 8 3.193
F . G 1 15 48 3.007 VA
F . N 1 15 28 2.182
F . TH 1 15 5 5.046
S . W 1 87 8 0.000
S . L 1 87 28 0.000
S . P R 1 87 5 0.000
S . N 1 87 28 2.182
S . TH 1 87 5 5.046
S . B 1 87 65 3.007 VA
K . CH 0 94 3 2.005
K . S L 0 94 1 0.000
K . D R 0 94 10 3.007 VA
K . K 0 94 63 1.928 D
K . Z 0 94 13 3.007 VA
K . F R 0 94 5 2.298
K . G 0 94 48 4.935 D, VA
K . P 0 94 73 2.298
K . G W 0 94 2 4.935 D, VA
K . HH 0 94 3 2.368
K . K W 0 94 5 1.928 D
K . JH 0 94 16 5.011 VA
K . G R 0 94 3 4.935 D, VA
K . P R 0 94 5 2.298
K . B L 0 94 1 3.007 VA
K . V 0 94 18 3.007 VA
K . K L 0 94 2 1.928 D
K . K R 0 94 4 1.928 D
K . B R 0 94 6 3.007 VA
K . P L 0 94 3 2.298
K . S K 0 94 1 0.000
K . TH 0 94 5 2.831
K . F L 0 94 1 2.298
K . TH R 0 94 1 2.831
K . F 0 94 20 2.298
M . S W 0 161 1 0.000 NPA
M . W 0 161 8 2.570
M . CH 0 161 3 2.250 NPA
M . S L 0 161 1 0.000 NPA
M . M 0 161 36 2.570 D
M . S T R 0 161 3 0.000 NPA
M . G 0 161 48 1.862 NPA
M . G W 0 161 2 1.862 NPA
M . HH 0 161 3 2.368
M . JH 0 161 16 0.000 NPA
M . G R 0 161 3 1.862 NPA
M . V 0 161 18 1.777
M . K L 0 161 2 0.000 NPA
M . K R 0 161 4 0.000 NPA
M . S T 0 161 10 0.000 NPA
M . S K 0 161 1 0.000 NPA
M . TH 0 161 5 2.831 NPA
M . TH R 0 161 1 2.831 NPA
M . T R 0 161 19 0.000 NPA
Z . S W 0 18 1 5.407 D, VA
Z . W 0 18 8 0.000
Z . CH 0 18 3 3.193 VA
Z . S L 0 18 1 5.407 D, VA
Z . D R 0 18 10 3.193
Z . K 0 18 63 3.193 VA
Z . Z 0 18 13 5.407 D
Z . F R 0 18 5 5.407 VA
Z . S T R 0 18 3 5.407 D, VA
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Z . G 0 18 48 3.193
Z . P 0 18 73 3.193 VA
Z . G W 0 18 2 3.193
Z . HH 0 18 3 7.775 VA
Z . K W 0 18 5 3.193 VA
Z . R 0 18 32 2.142
Z . G R 0 18 3 3.193
Z . T 0 18 150 3.193 VA
Z . P R 0 18 5 3.193 VA
Z . B L 0 18 1 3.193
Z . V 0 18 18 5.407
Z . K L 0 18 2 3.193 VA
Z . K R 0 18 4 3.193 VA
Z . B R 0 18 6 3.193
Z . P L 0 18 3 3.193 VA
Z . S T 0 18 10 5.407 D, VA
Z . SH 0 18 7 5.407 VA
Z . S K 0 18 1 5.407 D, VA
Z . N 0 18 28 2.182
Z . TH 0 18 5 8.238 VA
Z . F L 0 18 1 5.407 VA
Z . TH R 0 18 1 8.238 VA
Z . D 0 18 88 3.193
Z . F 0 18 20 5.407 VA
Z . S 0 18 92 5.407 D, VA
Z . T R 0 18 19 3.193 VA

N G . S W 0 5 1 3.193 VA
N G . W 0 5 8 0.000
N G . CH 0 5 3 3.193 VA
N G . S L 0 5 1 3.193 VA
N G . D R 0 5 10 3.193
N G . K 0 5 63 5.121 D, VA
N G . M 0 5 36 0.000
N G . L 0 5 28 0.000
N G . Z 0 5 13 3.193
N G . F R 0 5 5 3.193 VA
N G . S T R 0 5 3 3.193 VA
N G . G 0 5 48 5.121 D
N G . P 0 5 73 3.193 VA
N G . G W 0 5 2 5.121 D
N G . K W 0 5 5 5.121 D, VA
N G . JH 0 5 16 3.193
N G . G R 0 5 3 5.121 D
N G . P R 0 5 5 3.193 VA
N G . B L 0 5 1 3.193
N G . V 0 5 18 3.193
N G . K L 0 5 2 5.121 D, VA
N G . K R 0 5 4 5.121 D, VA
N G . B R 0 5 6 3.193
N G . P L 0 5 3 3.193 VA
N G . Y 0 5 98 0.000
N G . SH 0 5 7 3.193 VA
N G . S K 0 5 1 3.193 VA
N G . N 0 5 28 0.000
N G . TH 0 5 5 6.024 VA
N G . F L 0 5 1 3.193 VA
N G . B 0 5 65 3.193
N G . TH R 0 5 1 6.024 VA
N G . D 0 5 88 3.193
N G . F 0 5 20 3.193 VA
N G . T R 0 5 19 3.193 VA
M P . S W 0 4 1 0.000
M P . W 0 4 8 3.112
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M P . CH 0 4 3 4.255
M P . S L 0 4 1 0.000
M P . D R 0 4 10 3.007 VA
M P . M 0 4 36 3.112
M P . L 0 4 28 0.000
M P . Z 0 4 13 3.007 VA
M P . F R 0 4 5 5.410
M P . S T R 0 4 3 0.000
M P . G 0 4 48 3.007 VA
M P . P 0 4 73 5.410 D
M P . G W 0 4 2 3.007 VA
M P . HH 0 4 3 2.368
M P . K W 0 4 5 0.000
M P . R 0 4 32 0.000
M P . JH 0 4 16 5.011 VA
M P . G R 0 4 3 3.007 VA
M P . P R 0 4 5 5.410 D
M P . B L 0 4 1 6.118 D, VA
M P . V 0 4 18 7.896 VA
M P . K L 0 4 2 0.000
M P . K R 0 4 4 0.000
M P . B R 0 4 6 6.118 D, VA
M P . P L 0 4 3 5.410 D
M P . S T 0 4 10 0.000
M P . Y 0 4 98 0.000
M P . SH 0 4 7 2.250
M P . S K 0 4 1 0.000
M P . N 0 4 28 0.000
M P . TH 0 4 5 2.831
M P . F L 0 4 1 5.410
M P . B 0 4 65 6.118 D, VA
M P . TH R 0 4 1 2.831
M P . D 0 4 88 3.007 VA
M P . F 0 4 20 5.410
M P . T R 0 4 19 0.000

G . S W 0 29 1 3.193 VA
G . CH 0 29 3 3.193 VA
G . S L 0 29 1 3.193 VA
G . D R 0 29 10 3.193
G . K 0 29 63 5.121 D, VA
G . F R 0 29 5 3.193 VA
G . S T R 0 29 3 3.193 VA
G . G 0 29 48 5.121 D
G . P 0 29 73 3.193 VA
G . G W 0 29 2 5.121 D
G . HH 0 29 3 5.561 VA
G . K W 0 29 5 5.121 D, VA
G . JH 0 29 16 3.193
G . G R 0 29 3 5.121 D
G . T 0 29 150 3.193 VA
G . P R 0 29 5 3.193 VA
G . B L 0 29 1 3.193
G . V 0 29 18 3.193
G . K L 0 29 2 5.121 D, VA
G . K R 0 29 4 5.121 D, VA
G . B R 0 29 6 3.193
G . P L 0 29 3 3.193 VA
G . S T 0 29 10 3.193 VA
G . SH 0 29 7 3.193 VA
G . S K 0 29 1 3.193 VA
G . TH 0 29 5 6.024 VA
G . F L 0 29 1 3.193 VA
G . TH R 0 29 1 6.024 VA
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G . D 0 29 88 3.193
G . F 0 29 20 3.193 VA
G . S 0 29 92 3.193 VA
G . T R 0 29 19 3.193 VA
P . S W 0 21 1 0.000
P . W 0 21 8 3.112
P . CH 0 21 3 4.255
P . S L 0 21 1 0.000
P . D R 0 21 10 3.007 VA
P . Z 0 21 13 3.007 VA
P . F R 0 21 5 5.410
P . S T R 0 21 3 0.000
P . G 0 21 48 3.007 VA
P . P 0 21 73 5.410 D
P . G W 0 21 2 3.007 VA
P . HH 0 21 3 2.368
P . K W 0 21 5 0.000
P . JH 0 21 16 5.011 VA
P . G R 0 21 3 3.007 VA
P . P R 0 21 5 5.410 D
P . B L 0 21 1 6.118 D, VA
P . V 0 21 18 7.896 VA
P . K L 0 21 2 0.000
P . K R 0 21 4 0.000
P . B R 0 21 6 6.118 D, VA
P . P L 0 21 3 5.410 D
P . SH 0 21 7 2.250
P . S K 0 21 1 0.000
P . TH 0 21 5 2.831
P . F L 0 21 1 5.410
P . B 0 21 65 6.118 D, VA
P . TH R 0 21 1 2.831
P . D 0 21 88 3.007 VA
P . F 0 21 20 5.410
P . T R 0 21 19 0.000
T . S W 0 34 1 0.000
T . CH 0 34 3 5.818
T . S L 0 34 1 0.000
T . D R 0 34 10 4.913 D, VA
T . Z 0 34 13 3.007 VA
T . F R 0 34 5 2.298
T . S T R 0 34 3 0.000
T . G 0 34 48 3.007 VA
T . P 0 34 73 2.298
T . G W 0 34 2 3.007 VA
T . HH 0 34 3 2.368
T . K W 0 34 5 0.000
T . JH 0 34 16 8.825 VA
T . G R 0 34 3 3.007 VA
T . T 0 34 150 1.906 D
T . P R 0 34 5 2.298
T . B L 0 34 1 3.007 VA
T . V 0 34 18 3.007 VA
T . K L 0 34 2 0.000
T . K R 0 34 4 0.000
T . B R 0 34 6 3.007 VA
T . P L 0 34 3 2.298
T . S T 0 34 10 0.000
T . SH 0 34 7 1.907
T . S K 0 34 1 0.000
T . TH 0 34 5 2.831
T . F L 0 34 1 2.298
T . B 0 34 65 3.007 VA
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T . TH R 0 34 1 2.831
T . D 0 34 88 4.913 D, VA
T . T R 0 34 19 1.906 D

N S . S W 0 1 1 2.214 D
N S . W 0 1 8 0.000
N S . CH 0 1 3 3.912
N S . S L 0 1 1 2.214 D
N S . D R 0 1 10 3.007 VA
N S . K 0 1 63 0.000
N S . M 0 1 36 0.000
N S . L 0 1 28 0.000
N S . Z 0 1 13 5.221 D, VA
N S . F R 0 1 5 2.214
N S . S T R 0 1 3 2.214 D
N S . G 0 1 48 3.007 VA
N S . P 0 1 73 0.000
N S . G W 0 1 2 3.007 VA
N S . HH 0 1 3 4.583
N S . K W 0 1 5 0.000
N S . R 0 1 32 2.142
N S . JH 0 1 16 6.919 VA
N S . G R 0 1 3 3.007 VA
N S . T 0 1 150 0.000
N S . P R 0 1 5 0.000
N S . B L 0 1 1 3.007 VA
N S . V 0 1 18 5.221 VA
N S . K L 0 1 2 0.000
N S . B R 0 1 6 3.007 VA
N S . P L 0 1 3 0.000
N S . S T 0 1 10 2.214 D
N S . Y 0 1 98 0.000
N S . SH 0 1 7 4.121
N S . S K 0 1 1 2.214 D
N S . N 0 1 28 2.182
N S . TH 0 1 5 5.046
N S . F L 0 1 1 2.214
N S . B 0 1 65 3.007 VA
N S . TH R 0 1 1 5.046
N S . D 0 1 88 3.007 VA
N S . F 0 1 20 2.214
N S . S 0 1 92 2.214 D
N S . T R 0 1 19 0.000

V . S W 0 6 1 5.407 VA
V . W 0 6 8 3.112
V . CH 0 6 3 5.443 VA
V . S L 0 6 1 5.407 VA
V . D R 0 6 10 3.193
V . K 0 6 63 5.076 VA
V . M 0 6 36 3.112
V . Z 0 6 13 5.407
V . F R 0 6 5 8.519 D, VA
V . S T R 0 6 3 5.407 VA
V . G 0 6 48 3.193
V . P 0 6 73 6.304 VA
V . G W 0 6 2 3.193
V . HH 0 6 3 7.775 VA
V . K W 0 6 5 5.076 VA
V . JH 0 6 16 3.193
V . G R 0 6 3 3.193
V . T 0 6 150 3.193 VA
V . P R 0 6 5 6.304 VA
V . B L 0 6 1 6.304
V . V 0 6 18 10.296 D
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V . K L 0 6 2 5.076 VA
V . K R 0 6 4 5.076 VA
V . B R 0 6 6 6.304
V . P L 0 6 3 6.304 VA
V . S T 0 6 10 5.407 VA
V . SH 0 6 7 7.657 VA
V . S K 0 6 1 5.407 VA
V . N 0 6 28 2.182
V . TH 0 6 5 8.238 VA
V . F L 0 6 1 8.519 D, VA
V . B 0 6 65 6.304
V . TH R 0 6 1 8.238 VA
V . D 0 6 88 3.193
V . F 0 6 20 8.519 D, VA
V . S 0 6 92 5.407 VA
V . T R 0 6 19 3.193 VA

N CH . S W 0 1 1 2.835
N CH . W 0 1 8 4.832
N CH . CH 0 1 3 8.652 D
N CH . S L 0 1 1 2.835
N CH . D R 0 1 10 7.747 VA
N CH . K 0 1 63 2.835
N CH . M 0 1 36 2.835
N CH . L 0 1 28 2.835
N CH . Z 0 1 13 5.841 VA
N CH . F R 0 1 5 5.133
N CH . S T R 0 1 3 2.835
N CH . G 0 1 48 5.841 VA
N CH . P 0 1 73 5.133
N CH . G W 0 1 2 5.841 VA
N CH . HH 0 1 3 5.203
N CH . K W 0 1 5 2.835
N CH . R 0 1 32 2.835
N CH . JH 0 1 16 11.659 D, VA
N CH . G R 0 1 3 5.841 VA
N CH . T 0 1 150 4.741
N CH . P R 0 1 5 5.133
N CH . B L 0 1 1 5.841 VA
N CH . V 0 1 18 5.841 VA
N CH . K L 0 1 2 2.835
N CH . K R 0 1 4 2.835
N CH . B R 0 1 6 5.841 VA
N CH . P L 0 1 3 5.133
N CH . S T 0 1 10 2.835
N CH . Y 0 1 98 2.835
N CH . SH 0 1 7 4.742
N CH . S K 0 1 1 2.835
N CH . N 0 1 28 2.835
N CH . TH 0 1 5 5.666
N CH . F L 0 1 1 5.133
N CH . TH R 0 1 1 5.666
N CH . D 0 1 88 7.747 VA
N CH . F 0 1 20 5.133
N CH . S 0 1 92 2.835
N CH . T R 0 1 19 4.741
N K . S W 0 3 1 0.000
N K . W 0 3 8 0.000
N K . CH 0 3 3 2.005
N K . S L 0 3 1 0.000
N K . D R 0 3 10 3.007 VA
N K . K 0 3 63 1.928 D
N K . M 0 3 36 0.000
N K . L 0 3 28 0.000
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N K . Z 0 3 13 3.007 VA
N K . F R 0 3 5 2.298
N K . S T R 0 3 3 0.000
N K . G 0 3 48 4.935 D, VA
N K . P 0 3 73 2.298
N K . G W 0 3 2 4.935 D, VA
N K . HH 0 3 3 2.368
N K . K W 0 3 5 1.928 D
N K . R 0 3 32 0.000
N K . JH 0 3 16 5.011 VA
N K . G R 0 3 3 4.935 D, VA
N K . P R 0 3 5 2.298
N K . B L 0 3 1 3.007 VA
N K . V 0 3 18 3.007 VA
N K . K L 0 3 2 1.928 D
N K . K R 0 3 4 1.928 D
N K . B R 0 3 6 3.007 VA
N K . P L 0 3 3 2.298
N K . S T 0 3 10 0.000
N K . Y 0 3 98 0.000
N K . SH 0 3 7 0.000
N K . S K 0 3 1 0.000
N K . N 0 3 28 0.000
N K . TH 0 3 5 2.831
N K . F L 0 3 1 2.298
N K . B 0 3 65 3.007 VA
N K . TH R 0 3 1 2.831
N K . D 0 3 88 3.007 VA
N K . F 0 3 20 2.298
N K . S 0 3 92 0.000
N K . T R 0 3 19 0.000

L . S W 0 96 1 0.000
L . S L 0 96 1 0.000
L . L 0 96 28 2.113 D
L . Z 0 96 13 0.000
L . S T R 0 96 3 0.000
L . G W 0 96 2 0.000
L . HH 0 96 3 2.368
L . K W 0 96 5 0.000
L . B L 0 96 1 0.000
L . K L 0 96 2 0.000
L . K R 0 96 4 0.000
L . B R 0 96 6 0.000
L . P L 0 96 3 0.000
L . S K 0 96 1 0.000
L . TH 0 96 5 2.831
L . F L 0 96 1 0.000
L . TH R 0 96 1 2.831

SH . S W 0 3 1 5.049
SH . W 0 3 8 2.835
SH . CH 0 3 3 6.746
SH . S L 0 3 1 5.049
SH . D R 0 3 10 5.841 VA
SH . K 0 3 63 2.835
SH . L 0 3 28 2.835
SH . Z 0 3 13 8.056 VA
SH . F R 0 3 5 5.049
SH . S T R 0 3 3 5.049
SH . G 0 3 48 5.841 VA
SH . P 0 3 73 2.835
SH . G W 0 3 2 5.841 VA
SH . HH 0 3 3 7.417
SH . K W 0 3 5 2.835
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SH . JH 0 3 16 9.753 VA
SH . G R 0 3 3 5.841 VA
SH . P R 0 3 5 2.835
SH . B L 0 3 1 5.841 VA
SH . V 0 3 18 8.056 VA
SH . K L 0 3 2 2.835
SH . K R 0 3 4 2.835
SH . B R 0 3 6 5.841 VA
SH . P L 0 3 3 2.835
SH . S T 0 3 10 5.049
SH . Y 0 3 98 2.835
SH . SH 0 3 7 6.956 D
SH . S K 0 3 1 5.049
SH . N 0 3 28 5.017
SH . TH 0 3 5 7.880
SH . F L 0 3 1 5.049
SH . B 0 3 65 5.841 VA
SH . TH R 0 3 1 7.880
SH . D 0 3 88 5.841 VA
SH . F 0 3 20 5.049
SH . S 0 3 92 5.049
SH . T R 0 3 19 2.835
N . S W 0 365 1 0.000
N . W 0 365 8 2.570
N . M 0 365 36 2.570
N . P 0 365 73 2.178 NPA
N . R 0 365 32 2.113
N . P R 0 365 5 2.178 NPA
N . B L 0 365 1 2.178 NPA
N . B R 0 365 6 2.178 NPA
N . P L 0 365 3 2.178 NPA
N . N 0 365 28 2.113 D
N . F L 0 365 1 0.000 NPA
N . B 0 365 65 2.178 NPA

TH . S W 0 3 1 5.046
TH . W 0 3 8 2.831
TH . CH 0 3 3 6.743
TH . S L 0 3 1 5.046
TH . D R 0 3 10 5.838 VA
TH . K 0 3 63 2.831
TH . Z 0 3 13 8.052 VA
TH . F R 0 3 5 5.046
TH . S T R 0 3 3 5.046
TH . G 0 3 48 5.838 VA
TH . P 0 3 73 2.831
TH . G W 0 3 2 5.838 VA
TH . HH 0 3 3 7.414
TH . K W 0 3 5 2.831
TH . R 0 3 32 4.973
TH . JH 0 3 16 9.750 VA
TH . G R 0 3 3 5.838 VA
TH . T 0 3 150 2.831
TH . P R 0 3 5 2.831
TH . B L 0 3 1 5.838 VA
TH . V 0 3 18 8.052 VA
TH . K L 0 3 2 2.831
TH . K R 0 3 4 2.831
TH . B R 0 3 6 5.838 VA
TH . P L 0 3 3 2.831
TH . S T 0 3 10 5.046
TH . SH 0 3 7 6.953
TH . S K 0 3 1 5.046
TH . N 0 3 28 5.014
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TH . TH 0 3 5 7.877 D
TH . F L 0 3 1 5.046
TH . B 0 3 65 5.838 VA
TH . TH R 0 3 1 7.877 D
TH . D 0 3 88 5.838 VA
TH . F 0 3 20 5.046
TH . S 0 3 92 5.046
TH . T R 0 3 19 2.831

N T . S W 0 1 1 0.000
N T . W 0 1 8 1.998
N T . CH 0 1 3 5.818
N T . S L 0 1 1 0.000
N T . D R 0 1 10 4.913 D, VA
N T . K 0 1 63 0.000
N T . L 0 1 28 0.000
N T . Z 0 1 13 3.007 VA
N T . F R 0 1 5 2.298
N T . S T R 0 1 3 0.000
N T . G 0 1 48 3.007 VA
N T . P 0 1 73 2.298
N T . G W 0 1 2 3.007 VA
N T . HH 0 1 3 2.368
N T . K W 0 1 5 0.000
N T . R 0 1 32 0.000
N T . JH 0 1 16 8.825 VA
N T . G R 0 1 3 3.007 VA
N T . T 0 1 150 1.906 D
N T . P R 0 1 5 2.298
N T . B L 0 1 1 3.007 VA
N T . V 0 1 18 3.007 VA
N T . K L 0 1 2 0.000
N T . K R 0 1 4 0.000
N T . B R 0 1 6 3.007 VA
N T . P L 0 1 3 2.298
N T . S T 0 1 10 0.000
N T . Y 0 1 98 0.000
N T . SH 0 1 7 1.907
N T . S K 0 1 1 0.000
N T . N 0 1 28 0.000
N T . TH 0 1 5 2.831
N T . F L 0 1 1 2.298
N T . B 0 1 65 3.007 VA
N T . TH R 0 1 1 2.831
N T . D 0 1 88 4.913 D, VA
N T . F 0 1 20 2.298
N T . S 0 1 92 0.000
N T . T R 0 1 19 1.906 D

B . S W 0 14 1 3.193 VA
B . W 0 14 8 3.112
B . CH 0 14 3 5.443 VA
B . S L 0 14 1 3.193 VA
B . D R 0 14 10 3.193
B . K 0 14 63 3.193 VA
B . M 0 14 36 3.112
B . Z 0 14 13 3.193
B . F R 0 14 5 6.304 VA
B . S T R 0 14 3 3.193 VA
B . G 0 14 48 3.193
B . P 0 14 73 6.304 D, VA
B . G W 0 14 2 3.193
B . HH 0 14 3 5.561 VA
B . K W 0 14 5 3.193 VA
B . G R 0 14 3 3.193
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B . T 0 14 150 3.193 VA
B . P R 0 14 5 6.304 D, VA
B . B L 0 14 1 6.304 D
B . V 0 14 18 8.082
B . K L 0 14 2 3.193 VA
B . K R 0 14 4 3.193 VA
B . B R 0 14 6 6.304 D
B . P L 0 14 3 6.304 D, VA
B . S T 0 14 10 3.193 VA
B . SH 0 14 7 5.443 VA
B . S K 0 14 1 3.193 VA
B . TH 0 14 5 6.024 VA
B . F L 0 14 1 6.304 VA
B . B 0 14 65 6.304 D
B . TH R 0 14 1 6.024 VA
B . D 0 14 88 3.193
B . F 0 14 20 6.304 VA
B . T R 0 14 19 3.193 VA
D . S W 0 14 1 3.193 VA
D . W 0 14 8 1.998
D . CH 0 14 3 5.099 VA
D . S L 0 14 1 3.193 VA
D . D R 0 14 10 5.099 D
D . K 0 14 63 3.193 VA
D . Z 0 14 13 3.193
D . F R 0 14 5 3.193 VA
D . S T R 0 14 3 3.193 VA
D . G 0 14 48 3.193
D . G W 0 14 2 3.193
D . HH 0 14 3 5.561 VA
D . K W 0 14 5 3.193 VA
D . JH 0 14 16 5.099
D . G R 0 14 3 3.193
D . T 0 14 150 5.099 D, VA
D . P R 0 14 5 3.193 VA
D . B L 0 14 1 3.193
D . K L 0 14 2 3.193 VA
D . K R 0 14 4 3.193 VA
D . B R 0 14 6 3.193
D . P L 0 14 3 3.193 VA
D . S T 0 14 10 3.193 VA
D . SH 0 14 7 3.193 VA
D . S K 0 14 1 3.193 VA
D . TH 0 14 5 6.024 VA
D . F L 0 14 1 3.193 VA
D . B 0 14 65 3.193
D . TH R 0 14 1 6.024 VA
D . D 0 14 88 5.099 D
D . F 0 14 20 3.193 VA
D . S 0 14 92 3.193 VA
D . T R 0 14 19 5.099 D, VA

DH . S W 0 1 1 8.238 VA
DH . W 0 1 8 2.831
DH . CH 0 1 3 6.024 VA
DH . S L 0 1 1 8.238 VA
DH . D R 0 1 10 6.024
DH . K 0 1 63 6.024 VA
DH . L 0 1 28 2.831
DH . Z 0 1 13 8.238
DH . F R 0 1 5 8.238 VA
DH . S T R 0 1 3 8.238 VA
DH . G 0 1 48 6.024
DH . P 0 1 73 6.024 VA
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DH . G W 0 1 2 6.024
DH . HH 0 1 3 10.606 VA
DH . K W 0 1 5 6.024 VA
DH . R 0 1 32 4.973
DH . JH 0 1 16 6.024
DH . G R 0 1 3 6.024
DH . T 0 1 150 6.024 VA
DH . P R 0 1 5 6.024 VA
DH . B L 0 1 1 6.024
DH . V 0 1 18 8.238
DH . K L 0 1 2 6.024 VA
DH . K R 0 1 4 6.024 VA
DH . B R 0 1 6 6.024
DH . P L 0 1 3 6.024 VA
DH . S T 0 1 10 8.238 VA
DH . Y 0 1 98 2.831
DH . SH 0 1 7 8.238 VA
DH . S K 0 1 1 8.238 VA
DH . N 0 1 28 5.014
DH . TH 0 1 5 11.069 D, VA
DH . F L 0 1 1 8.238 VA
DH . B 0 1 65 6.024
DH . TH R 0 1 1 11.069 D, VA
DH . D 0 1 88 6.024
DH . F 0 1 20 8.238 VA
DH . S 0 1 92 8.238 VA
DH . T R 0 1 19 6.024 VA

D Z . S W 0 1 1 8.600 D, VA
D Z . CH 0 1 3 6.385 VA
D Z . S L 0 1 1 8.600 D, VA
D Z . D R 0 1 10 6.385
D Z . K 0 1 63 6.385 VA
D Z . M 0 1 36 3.193
D Z . L 0 1 28 3.193
D Z . Z 0 1 13 8.600 D
D Z . F R 0 1 5 8.600 VA
D Z . S T R 0 1 3 8.600 D, VA
D Z . G 0 1 48 6.385
D Z . P 0 1 73 6.385 VA
D Z . G W 0 1 2 6.385
D Z . HH 0 1 3 10.968 VA
D Z . K W 0 1 5 6.385 VA
D Z . R 0 1 32 5.334
D Z . JH 0 1 16 6.385
D Z . G R 0 1 3 6.385
D Z . T 0 1 150 6.385 VA
D Z . P R 0 1 5 6.385 VA
D Z . B L 0 1 1 6.385
D Z . V 0 1 18 8.600
D Z . K L 0 1 2 6.385 VA
D Z . K R 0 1 4 6.385 VA
D Z . B R 0 1 6 6.385
D Z . P L 0 1 3 6.385 VA
D Z . S T 0 1 10 8.600 D, VA
D Z . Y 0 1 98 3.193
D Z . SH 0 1 7 8.600 VA
D Z . S K 0 1 1 8.600 D, VA
D Z . N 0 1 28 5.375
D Z . TH 0 1 5 11.431 VA
D Z . F L 0 1 1 8.600 VA
D Z . B 0 1 65 6.385
D Z . TH R 0 1 1 11.431 VA
D Z . D 0 1 88 6.385
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D Z . F 0 1 20 8.600 VA
D Z . S 0 1 92 8.600 D, VA
D Z . T R 0 1 19 6.385 VA

F . S W 0 15 1 2.214
F . W 0 15 8 3.112
F . CH 0 15 3 4.255
F . S L 0 15 1 2.214
F . D R 0 15 10 3.007 VA
F . K 0 15 63 1.884
F . M 0 15 36 3.112
F . L 0 15 28 0.000
F . Z 0 15 13 5.221 VA
F . F R 0 15 5 5.326 D
F . S T R 0 15 3 2.214
F . P 0 15 73 3.112
F . G W 0 15 2 3.007 VA
F . HH 0 15 3 4.583
F . K W 0 15 5 1.884
F . JH 0 15 16 5.011 VA
F . G R 0 15 3 3.007 VA
F . P R 0 15 5 3.112
F . B L 0 15 1 6.118 VA
F . V 0 15 18 10.11 D, VA
F . K L 0 15 2 1.884
F . K R 0 15 4 1.884
F . B R 0 15 6 6.118 VA
F . P L 0 15 3 3.112
F . S T 0 15 10 2.214
F . SH 0 15 7 4.464
F . S K 0 15 1 2.214
F . F L 0 15 1 5.326 D
F . B 0 15 65 6.118 VA
F . TH R 0 15 1 5.046
F . D 0 15 88 3.007 VA
F . F 0 15 20 5.326 D
F . S 0 15 92 2.214
F . T R 0 15 19 0.000
S . S W 0 87 1 2.214 D
S . CH 0 87 3 3.912
S . S L 0 87 1 2.214 D
S . D R 0 87 10 3.007 VA
S . Z 0 87 13 5.221 D, VA
S . F R 0 87 5 2.214
S . S T R 0 87 3 2.214 D
S . G 0 87 48 3.007 VA
S . G W 0 87 2 3.007 VA
S . HH 0 87 3 4.583
S . K W 0 87 5 0.000
S . R 0 87 32 2.142
S . JH 0 87 16 6.919 VA
S . G R 0 87 3 3.007 VA
S . B L 0 87 1 3.007 VA
S . V 0 87 18 5.221 VA
S . K L 0 87 2 0.000
S . K R 0 87 4 0.000
S . B R 0 87 6 3.007 VA
S . P L 0 87 3 0.000
S . S T 0 87 10 2.214 D
S . SH 0 87 7 4.121
S . S K 0 87 1 2.214 D
S . F L 0 87 1 2.214
S . TH R 0 87 1 5.046
S . D 0 87 88 3.007 VA
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S . S 0 87 92 2.214 D
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Appendix D

Parameterizing Zipf’s Law

Zipf (1949) famously observes the linear relationship between log rank r and log word

frequency f(r) in several linguistic samples. is is generalized below:

(27) f(C, α) =
C
rα

C is a constant, sensitive to sample size. Zipf assumes a 1-to-1 relationship, implying

α = −1, but it is possible to compute an optimal estimate for this parameter by taking the

logarithm of both sides of the equation and solving for values of C and α that minimize

the error term ε; this can be done efficiently with linear regression:

(28) log f(r) ∼ log C+ α log r+ ε

Good (1953) notes that sparse distributions exhibit quantization at low frequencies,

resulting in an artificially long flat right tail imposing an upward bias on estimates of α.

Church and Gale (1991:29) propose a transform which eliminates this quantization. e

vectors r, n are defined so such that ni is the number of types which occur at frequency

ri (that is, n is a vector of frequencies of individual type frequencies). Z contains the

elements of n by scaled by the points to the le and right.
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(29) Zi =
2ni

ri+1 − ri−1

Church and Gale do not define this transform for the lowest and highest points (i.e., when

i = 1 or i = N), but a natural extension of their definition is to scale the endpoints

according to the next-innermost point, as defined below.

(30) Z1 =
n1

r2 − r1

(31) ZN =
nN

rN − rN−1

e effect of applying this transform to sparse frequency data is shown in Figure D.1.
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Figure D.1: Le panel: word frequencies from the SUBTLEX-US frequency norms (Brys-
baert and New 2009); Right panel: the same data smoothed with the Zr transform
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